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FEATURING JANUARY MESSAGES 
Looking to '75 
By: Dr. J. Richard Chase 
coking to 1975 our purpose is to make certain we focus on the prime objectives we 
bel the Lord has directed us to achieve. In every case we want to safeguard care-
liny our dedication to the Word of God. 
1y way of explanation, you may be interested in knowing what we at Biola College are 
lttempting to do. Basically, we are connni tted to the education of earnest Christians 
mo are interested in gaining a comprehensive knowledge of the Bible and who are open 
!o God's leading in their lives for distinctive Christian service. We don't know-
tngly take individuals who have never received Jesus Christ as their personal Savior. 
ldditionally, we aren't interested in Christian students who are not quite sure 
fuether or not they want to be serious about their connni tment to the Lord. We attempt 
lo secure young people who mean business for the Lord, desiring to gain a cornpre-
~ensive knowledge of the Bible. Further, we desire those who are open to God's lead-
lng in their lives for distinctive Christian service. Naturally, we don't attempt to 
~ctate to our students what particular avenue of service they should enter. 1his is 
,>etween the submissive individual and the Holy Spirit. Our earnest desire is that 
~very yolll1g person find that place of outreach of divine appointment. For this 
teason, with the best spiritual insight the Lord gives, and with the finest speakers 
b d presentations, our students are challenged in a variety of ways. In whatever they 
.o, we want them to make an i mpact for Christ. 
iola College seeks to educate students in a broad range of majors through arts, 
'iciences, and a munber of professional programs. This includes such di verse areas 
I~ Bible, education, music, and nursing. · We have 20 different majors offered. In 
'tion to that, we have a graduate school, Talbot Theological Seminary, with a 
.riety of professional programs. We want to enable our graduates to effect a 
~iblical-based change in the lives of those whom they contact. We want our students fo know the Bible so well that when they converse with others, no matter the social 
;etting, those individuals will want to receive Christ as Savior. 
It goes without saying that educational _programs ar:-d m:thods obviously have cJ:an~eshare Christ with others and maintain a more effective ministry. 
over the years. Still, our commitment is the realization that the Gre~t C?rrnn1ss1Q . . . . . . 
remains the same. We dare not vary our historical and fundam~ntal ded1cat1on t? ~ther, there is th~ gene:al campus env:ronment which is ~o essen~1al to a ~ristian 
principles set forth in Scripture. Biola graduates ent~r a ~ide range of vocatiol\titution. Biola is a l~v:ly place, with a good many tlnngs of inter:st go11:g on 
Each one goes prepared to lead an effective and productive life as both a workman the t i me . We are s ensitive to the fact 0a~ ~ere ?ugh~ to ~e . notlnng taking 
and as a Christian. Here then are men and women, earnest and knowledg:able about ~ce on thi s campus which would thwart any ind:vidual m his spin tual develop~nt. 
their corrnnitment to the Lord, who are also competent in their chosen field of serv_s is why personal and group non-structure~ Bible and I?r~yer gro'!Ps ar e so thrill-
. 1 to realize . They all are a part of the important spiritual climate of the t ot al 
As to ways we achieve our goals, we would put at the top of the l:st the fact tha~ti tutional goal . 
must enroll Christians. On our application fonns we as~ prospect1 ve stl!den~s to s . . . . 
when they accepted the Lord. They are to write out_th~1: personal test1mon1es. T to be a Christian orgai:iz~tion, we must select_ Christian_ students to receive 
must also supply references, not only from g~neral ~ndividuals, but ~lso from pas~ir education from a Christi~ faculty. TI:e entire educational structur~ nrust be_ 
and Christian leaders, so we can neasure their c::o~tment to the Savior. We clear;ed on a Christian program aimed at producing the type of graduate who wi ll use his 
state the standards which every student must maintain from entrance through gradufe purposefully for the Lord. We would encourage you to pray earnestly that the~e 
. ·al elements will be effective in bringing honor and glory to the Lord Jesus Chri st. The second way of maintaining goals is with a facult~ who are thoroughly cornmitte~ 
Christ as well as to these educational and p~ilo~ophical ?oals. Our faculty app h an academic i nstitution, it is incunbent upon us to select students who can . do 
ti.on blank purposely states the goals and ob J ecti ves of B10la College. There are .mificant quality work. Otheiwise, we would ~eny the very reason for our existence 
specific standards not only for stud~nts bu~ also for f~culty and staf~. Our docra post-secondary institution. We have been interested to note that on entrance 
statement is included. It must be signed without question or re~ervation. Once ~unination scores our students score well above the average for all college s~udents 
an application is accepted on a potential faculty nenber, w: begin. to col~ect a f~ionally. Biolans are clearly above average. We have a number ?f scholar~hip 
which includes references, comments, records and eve ry possible thing available 01\dents who core f rom all over the United States, Canada and foreign c::ountr1es. In 
individual. If interest grows we bring the prospect to the c::ampus. We may have ~ California State Scholarship program, as an example, students qualify for th: 
teach in a classroom situation to determine from our standpoin~, as well as the s5grarn through a combination of examinations. In this way tlley demo~trate 0 ei r 
dent's, their abilities. We want them to tell us how they belle:re tlley can c::ontn llity as well as their financi al needs. Those ymmg people who ar e Judged i n t he 
to our ultimate spi:itual puil?oses for the Lord= Befo:e the e~tire process ~s c?~ three and a half percent are granted sch?lars~ips •. This means the~ can go ~o 
pleted, all these files are g~ven to the Ac::adei:rrc Af~airs Conumttee and to B10la _s, college or university in the state of Califonna, with funds to ass ist them in 
Board of Trustees. Here, again, the material is reviewed before any recorrnnendat 1~ieving their particular collegiate objectives. In 1972, 13 percent of our student 
are made. As you cai: well ii;iag~ne, it~s n?t easy_to become a member of Biola's 1y was made up of California State scholars. In 197~ th~t figure grew to lS_ per-
faculty. We feel this fact in itself is vitally important. it. In 1974 to 20 percent. During the course of this time there were ways i n 
.ch the California State Scholarship program was expanded, making more scholar -
In addition to students and faculty, there must be the kind of curricullllll and ext r.ps available. OJviously we are extrenely pleased with the high quality of stu-
curricular activities which are all conducive to producing the kind of Christian its who come to us. ' 
graduate who can use his or her life effectively for the Lord. No matter the maj o 
ch?sen, the educati?nal course includes a heavy concent:at~o~ of Bible and ~octri~ther way by which we can measure the academic quality of a student is to cons ider 
This means classes in survey of Old and New Testament, individual book studies, >se who have transferred to us from other institutions. We note and evaluate the 
doctrinal studies, studies of the Christian life and how to share one's faith. I des they received previously as compared to their Biola work. Thos e s t udent s who essenc~, we want to p:ovid~ every student with ~ full know~e~g~ of God as Creator :ve us, perhaps becaus e they transfer to another college for a particular program 
as Savi?r, and as coi:rrn~ King. _Whenever there ~s th~ possibility for a p:ofessor don't offer, are f ollowed for l ater academic reports. In this manner we . can 
share his or her Christian testimony or perception w1 th the students, he is en- .. ck to see hav these students do elsewhere in comparison to what they achieved 
couraged and expected to do so. Ue here in La Mirada. The results are thrillingly amazing. We know thereby that 
,,, firm foundation of Biblical studies have stood them in good stead. In following 
We requ~re con~istent_Oiri~tian s:rvice of all our st~dent~. We_want thei;i to get process of these students we have general statistics to support the f act tllat valve~ in sharing tlleir ~aith, usu:ig the k~owledg: ga~ned in ~~1: academic caree~n they leave Biol a they find other colleges extreIIEly easy for tllem. 1his is after 
In this manner the~ get in the habit of using their lives, abilities an~ talents rigorous work they receive here. 
the Lord. Chapel is another means of challenge. Apart from the academic courses , 
these. d~ily convoc~tions, with a variety of theIIEs and personn~l,. are extreme~y v· quality students we must also have quality faculty members. We are ext r emely 
to spiritual matun ty. Students ar~ ~lso challen~ed through missio~ary and ~ible .. ased with the developments in this area. Records show tllat the averag: f aculty 
conferences. 'Ihere are also the Spiritual Emphasis Weeks and especially designat er at Biola has spent about nine years in college and graduate_ed~c~t1on . 1hat 
Days of Prayer· ~ about five years beyond the collegiate B. A. degree. These. ind:vidual s have 
. . . . . . in a treIIEndous amount of time preparing tllemselves to serve in Biola' s educa-
In eve~tI:in? we_do the:e ?r~ specif1~d standards of.conduc~ aiding in both teach _al program
0 
In addition, about so percent of those teaching here a t Bi ola ~ave 
self-discipline in tile individual's life as well as rn helping us all to see the ir earned doctorates in the field in which they are instructing. Many i ndividuals 
pose of being a servant to others, ultimately that we may win more to Christ. Pa arts and sciences have also fonnal education in Bible colleges and s eminar i es. 
in I Corinthians 9, frequently refers to the fact that he limited his personal f r s means that although tlley arent' teaching in tile Biblical studies nor in Talbot 
in Christ so that he might be more effective in reaching others. One of the reas ~ological Seminary · they have a keen knowledge of the Word of God. 
we have standards of conduct is to help build bridges through our community. We ' 
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ttems have been nothing short of fantastic! Many of you are aware that 
Our faculty is dedicated to aiding students in their spiritual growth. One way t~th pa d universities in general began to slow the rapid growth they experienced det~nnine this i~ by_ the. tremendously low tun;o:rer rate in both the College an~ illege~i~ies. In thi s decade of the ~eventies there h~ been an entirely diff:rent . 
Seminary •. Some institutions have a great. mobih ty on the part. of faculty= Tius L ~e articularly in private ins ti tut1ons. In 1970 , Biola' s ~otal enronmei:it 1n the tend~ncy is. n?ted all across the. colilltry in almost eve:r vocation. Here in the n 'ep and Seminary was just tmder 1800 students . In 1974 , this pas~ fall, it 
La Mirada ministry our turnover is very low. The quality o~ ~aculty ~mbers whom tll~gat 2 394• This is a 33% increase in total enrollnent. The Seffilnary en:ollment 
are. able to attrac~ wan~ to stay on because the~ have a_ definite connmtment and a{0~lf was' 227 back in 1970. This fall it was . 364. That averages ~out 12% in: 
excited about working with these students. Their devotion to the sacred task hel r.s ear for a whoppi ng 60% i ncrease during the four-year period. So, this 
to build maturity, stability, and expertise essential to develop quality students;~~~e~ ~xciting to contemplate . These are revealing stati~tics. tha~ indica~e pro-
• • '.'eSS is indeed being made. We praise the Lord for what He is doing in our midst 
Ther e also must be the type of program which will challenge students. Our course~ th davs of important spi ritual outreach. 
are constantly under evaluation. We have an Undergraduate Studies Committee whi ese "J 
has already invested almost two years of concentrated effort in analyzing our tota un eople are coming in increasing nt.nnbers, this ulti mately means more 
curricular program. We are attempting to find out what we can do to better equip Ll1~ ~o !h~ are ready to serve as the Lord l eads. As an example, in 1970 the 
our students for their distinctive service. We want to protect the integrity of ra ~a es duates for both Biola College and Talbot Theological Seminary were 180. In 
the Biola de gree . We know people expect to ~in~ in our grad~ates ean:iest i ndivi ~: w~raraduated a t otal of 314. To put this in proper perspective, our stud:nt 
who know the Word of God and are ready and willing to communicate their knowledge:>dy be~een 19 70 and 1974 increased 33% while the number of actual ~aduates in-
the Word to others. d a significant 74%. This indicates that we are not only holdin~ the students ~~~~me for their education but also are maintaining a better retention rate. 
One last thing essential to academic quality is what I would term "verification." who have been equipped' can go out and have a healthy , Biblically-based impact 
By this I mean, how do others view Biola? One of the best measurements is accrea\e~eir world for Jesus Chri st. 
t ation associations. For 15 years Biola has been an accredited member of the 
Western Associ~tion of Schools and Colleges. ~e are accredited. as a standard col\ top of this i s the fact that we are maintaining ?ur basic faculty as well as. add-
of art s and sciences. To be sure, they recognize that we are different. They kn) quality people . The turnover is well below national averages. The reason is 
Biola has a stronger requirement in the Biblical studies area than most any of th\~viduals identify with our purposes and are extremely interested in working and 
other ~t~tutions within their purvie~. _w: have a var~ety of professional fonns ,rving with us. Not too long ago a survey was cond1:1cted among the college facu~ty, 
accredi tatrnn, . too: One of th~ more si~if~cant £o:ms is what we hav~ he~d for S)deavoring to de t ennine their real interests. We disco~red tha~ the ovenvhelming 
25 years. It is w1 th the ~ncan Asso~iation of B:ble Colleges. . This ¥i ves . ij ori ty of them have very strong identifications wi th Bio la and its. program of ser-
assur~ce to students. an~ interes~ed fnei:ds that _ Bio~a takes seno~ly its connm\ce. In other words , we don' t have a faculty who ~i~ly ":put up" w~th what some 
rrent ii: the area of Bibllca~ stu~ie~. TI:is orgai:ization m~es ~ertain of the lministrators fee l is impor t ant. They really participate ~n, cont:1bute to, and 
select:on of studen~s, quah"o/_Biblical rnstruction, and s:tuat10~ on the campus~port the basi c ob j ectives of the institution. The ~ame 1s true in _Talbot 
conducive to nurtur ing of spiritual development. Interestingly, Biola was a char\eological Seminary . You can well appreciate that this makes us excited. 
member of the Association of Bible Colleges, and, of course, is a member in good 
standing at this time. 
Biola also has a variety of professional accreditations dealing with its nursing 
gr am , on both the state and national level. These organizations must make cert ai 
that we ar e doing quality work. In this way, when our graduates stand for examin 
tion l eading to nursing certification, there is no question of their qualificatio 
The Nati onal League for Nur sing is an organization which controls to a great exte 
ltimately, the evidence of this total effectiveness i s based on what ou: graduates 
inally do. Without ques t i on , by and large, they are known as eame:t, invol:red 
ristians act i ve i n almost every ar ea imaginable for the Lord . This would include 
tors t~achers nur ses business persons, missionaries , social workers, and the 
st se~ms to hav~ no end: As they have gone out to reach others, lives have been 
anged for Christ. 
the quality of nurse education acr oss our nation. We are very pleased that i n re t lately I recei ved a let ter from one of our recent Talbot Theological Seminary 
year s we were accepted into that organization as an accredited member. The Nati aduates. He's now a t eacher on the mission field, enthus ias ti~ abo1:1t the oppor-
Associati on of Schools of Music is an association that is concerned about the qua i ties God has given for hi s talents. Not l ong ago I was tal king with one of 
of nu: i c _education. Biola has been a ~~er of this profes~ional accr~diting . r Biolans who i s pr incipal of one of the local public s cho?ls • . He is also deacon 
~soci~tion for :everal years. In a~dition, those who are interested_ in e~ucatio his church, a Sunday school teacher, and generally uses his life o~ the secular 
will find that_Biola has be~n.accredited for several years ~y the California Depamrpus as a striking and effect ive t esti mony t o the Lord. _Those are JUSt ~wo among 
ment of Education. It certi fi es that our programs are neeting the standards of e thousands who could be men t i oned. It is most interes ting t o s ee how Biola has 
quality that are essential for certification for teaching in the state of Califo ch a positive i mpact upon lives . 
In addition, Talbot Theological Seminary is an associate irember of the Anerican 
Association of Theological Schools and a regular accredited member as part of the am reminded of an i ndividual who was at one t i me enrolled in Biola bu~ because <:>f 
Biola family of the Wes t e rn Association of Schools and Colleges. So, there are · s lIDwillingness t o participate in chapels , was dismiss ed. We felt tins was an im-
verifi~ation: which ~nt~n quality controls. _ w~ have an_ ob~igation to report rtant reans of spiri tua l guidance although he wouldn't av<:-il ~imself of the oppor-
~o be ~nvestigated :periodically b~ these a~credit:n? as:ociations = W~ must unde i ties it brings. Now he has returned with an avowe~ dedication to t~e Lord and a 
u:itens7ve self:st~dies, too, meeting certain qual1f1~ations to main~ain these re l tennination lIDder God t o complet e his col l ege education and go to Se~na~ so that 
tions~ips. . Tins is our assurance to.students , cons t1 tuents, an~ friends that quaJe may prepare himself f or t he minis t ry . The Lo:d has got ten hold of ~is ~ife: He 
work is taking place. Students at Biola College are not educationally "shortchan els Biola is where God want s him. It ' s thrilli ng t o see t he change in his l~fe. 
when they come here. We have a definite obligation before the Lord. iola, as you can see, is different and i t is attracting students who mean business. 
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Most.significant is the fact that this program is working because many people aie been partial in the law." In essence, the Lord is saying, "Because you've 
praying and giving to make it all possible. One nrust be very careful in this arealed the people, I'm gain~ to make you contemptible." That's a very sobering 
because there are some trerendous financial burdens many Christian organizations ught. If you are not faithful to the Word of God in the place and position to 
have to face. As you can well appreciate, it takes a tremendous amotmt of money ch you have been called, there may well be judgment which will come upon you be-
from our dedicated friends every single day to keep Biola going. The money is con=se of this negligence. Just because this verse is in the Old Testa.Trent doesn't 
in and we continually praise the Lord for His manifold blessings. In fact, it t akn we can set aside its challenge. The pattern in Scripture is very clear; God is 
close to si~ ~Ilion dollars a year for Biol~ to ~in!ain its general operating nly interested in faithful stewards. 
budget. This is totally apart from any special bUllding projects which are neces -
saty. Much of this cores from small gifts given regularly by God's faithful stewar in the New Testament Paul tells believers in I Corinthians 3 that there are a 
This is what allrns Biola to continue in its operation for the past 67 years. If ti.ety of people who have had a ministry in their lives. Some have planted some 
didn't have financial aid funds available, contributed from Christians who are core watered, but it is only God who has really provided the increase. The ~postle 
cemed, we would not be able to assist many of these most deserving young people. nts out, "For we are laborers together with God; ye are God's cultivated field, 
So, don't ever feel that just beause your gift may be limited that it doesn't makeare God's building. According to the grace of God which is given unto ne as a 
a difference. We want to assure you as well that we are operating effectively ande master builder, I have laid the fmmdation, and another buildeth on it. ' But 
efficiently on the budget that has been established. We cannot go into debt as th every man take heed how he buildeth upon it. For other foundation can no man 
government may do. As we face this new year of 1975 we are confident that, as He than that which is laid, which is Jesus Cllrist. Now if any man build upon this 
has done so miraculously in the past, God will meet these needs for the future n(jldation gold, silver, precious stones, wood, hay, stubble--evety man's work shall 
matter what the national or international outlook may be. ' made manifest" (I Corinthians 3:9-13). This passage with Malachi 2:9 intensifies 
t acute question, "Hav can we in Cllristian education remain faithful to the Word 
Please remember that Biola is an educational institution which has specific objectGod?" 
and goals which it wants to use for the honor and gloty of the Lord Jesus Cllrist. 
Students who come in increasing numbers know the distinctives of what we have to the answer, consider Malachi 2 :6, 7, "The law of truth was in his mouth (that is, 
offero The faculty rrembers have joined us, praising the Lord, because they want t mouth of Levi), and iniquity was not fmmd in his lips; he walked with rre in 
be identified with what we are seeking to achieve. We are extremely pleased be ca~ and equity, and did tum many away from iniquity. For the priest's lips should 
people like you have prayed and given so that the dedicated program of Biola mightP knowledge, and they should seek the law at his mouth; for he is the messenger of 
continue. As we contemplate the interesting but tmcertain financial conditions be Lord of hosts." The awful contrast is seen in verse eight, "But ye are departed 
fore our nation, and while we may not know what the future holds, we are confident of the way; _Ye h~ve caused many to stumble at the law; ye have corrupted the 
?four Lord's love ~d grace. Biola College has never been in the position of ple~man~ of ~vi, saith the Lord of ho~ts." First of all, in our thinking, necessary 
~ng ~or ~ds. We simply thank you who have helped in the past. The growth of tJiremain faitJ:.ful to the Word of God is a comprehensive and significant knowledge of 
rnstitution has been tremendous and significant. We are stronger now spiritually lpture. This calls for more than memorization; it has to do with significant 
than we have ever been. But Biola isn't resting on its laurels. We never will belication. Levi knew that by keeping the law there would be life and peace. He 
the place where we can say our endowment is so great, our funds are so munerous the consequences of doing what God desired. There was a total submission and 
that we can simply do what we want. Throughout our entire history since 1908 w~ }Jerence of the Lord. Levi, although human and while he did stunt> le delivered him-
remained dependent upon God's people who will pray and give. As long as the Lord f to God and to His di vine authority. As such he stands in marked' contrast to 
keeps us in that position we believe we can be far more sensitive to what He has shif~ing actions of the other people and priests of his day. Remember, there is 
us. Won't you pray with us that we may always remain sensitive to what the Savio t difference between simply having a head knowledge, comprehending in a very 
wants us to do in these strategic days. Your intercession before the Lord is con low sense, or totally being involved in a personal application of God's truth. 
side red to be invaluable as we seek to bring honor and glory to Jesus Christ. 
years ago I had a colleague who was a fellow graduate student. This particular 
Frequently, people who have known Biola through the years will ask, "How can you on got top grades in almost every class he took. Unfortllllately he was soon wash-
main faithful to the Word of God when so many other organizations and institutionS~ut ?f t:J:e program. Although he had a trenendous ability to utilize information 
seem to be dipping the spiritual flag?" That's a very key question and one which ng it right. back on examinations without too much change in form, he failed ' 
bears closer examination. There rrrust be no wavering or detraction from Biola's rably when it came to using his infonnation in a practical manner. He couldn't 
sacred cormnitment to the Word of God. First of all, we are fully aware of the fa to take principles and put them into practice with new situations. There are 
that colleges and seminaries change. Virtually every college founded in the Unit p~ople tod~y_who are just_ like that. They know a great deal about the Word of 
~tat~s b~fore 1865, the year_w~ich p:ovided by law for the establishment of publi'' ~ith_an ability ~o argue it to?th _and :r:ail. B1!t when it comes to_ day by day 
institutions, had strong religious ties. In fact, most of these institutions we nencii:g the re ah ty of the Christian life of victory, they are still babes. Our 
started to help yollll~ people gain a perspective of God's truth through Scripture .. rstanding of knowled~e must be extremely I?ragmatic if it is to have any lasting 
Many of these acadeffilc centers have changed dramatically so that today there is ect on us. or on the lives we touch for Cllnst. In the case of our Scriptural 
virtually no comparison whatever between their original charter commitment and whtsage' Levi knew that i f he were f aithful God would honor him. Hav sad that the 
they stand for today. Incidentally, it's also possible for an individual's life 1 s~ 0~ ~alachi' s day had forgotten that truth. They failed to comprehend the 
changeo On this score, each one of us must be extremely careful. significance of the ::::,criptural :iressage. 
There is an excellent Scriptural lesson for_ all of us based on the book of Malacht,~~ adhe:i!J.g_to ~od's truth a:r:d applying it to our lives_eacJ:i day is_just_one way 
God's people had moved from a level of obedience to one of decadence. There is alfth an lilStitution such as B1ola can rest assured that it will remain faithful inte~sting statement found in Malachi 2 :9, "The:efore have I also made you con- re h Lord. Th~ c.~u~ial point i s : ot. only to know th~ Word of God, but also to fully 
temptible and base before all the people, according as ye have not kept my ways, tP e end the significance of tJ- ~ _,cn ptural message i t self. Several years ago I 
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was talking with an individual on a flight back from the Midwest. This pe rson r evealed in the fact that while they had done all these things they seem oblivious 
attended a church where I had formerly gone for a short time. I asked hi m how unconcerned about what ~as expected of them. They were cer tainly not dealing 
new pastor was getting along. My seat companion was a college professor who wh_llestly with God's Word which br<?ught trouble and despair upon them. They had 
he was not a Christian, was rather reflective. In recent months he had becom~ inJlied God's standar~ of eva~uation~ There ar~ people like that today who declare 
creasingly concerned about his relationship to the Word of God and to the Lord HiJB.t the Lord really isn't g?ing to JUdge;_God isn't interested in our lives; there 
self. I finally asked him, "Have you ever talked with your minister about what i no absolute standard of right or. w:ong in the Scriptures or in any other place 
m~ans to be a Christian?"_ He replied thoughtfully, "No, but once I went t o my par that _matter. If~ t ea0er, a nunister, or _ai; edu~ational in~titution begins 
with a problem. I told him I was struggling in my personal life' wondering i f h a. lme of reasoning, it nms the verr definite risk of the ]Udgment of the Lor d 
could be more to my existence than coming to church, listening to messages . I dince it has departed totally from a conmu tment to the Word of God. 
wonder about a per sonal relationship with God. All the preacher said in r esponse . 
was, 'That's an interesting point. Someday I'd like to discuss it with you, but re are ~everal pronolfil~ed ways by which these peopl e of Malachi 's day did not deal 
know, we're in the midst of a very busy building program. There are other things estly w~th Jehovah . First of all , they broke the_law (3:7). They had knowingl y 
haye to do right at the moment.' I left completely discouraged." It was at thaped ~heir backs upon 0e stan~ards G?<l had established for them. They failed t o 
point that I had the privilege of sharing my faith in Christ. A few months later obe~ient ~o the Lord i n all His . r equirements for them. They wer e even pr esump-
man died of a heart attack. I've often thought of that pastor who didn't compr elf>US rn their W?e of _ l anguage against the Lord (3 :13, 14). They had gone s o f ar as 
the significance of the phrase "The soul that sinneth it shall die " He didn ' t' declare, "I t is vain t o senre God. " In a sense, Asaph r aised the same question 
illlderstan~ the simple but prof~und truth of Isaiah 3:16. The priest~ in Malachi ' Psalm 73. He ~bserved, "The heathen se~m to get alon~ as well, i~ not better, 
day were in the same boat. Our prayer here at Biola is that each of us indi viduaan ~yone else· Fortilllately ~ t he ps almist answered his own ques t ion. When he 
as a church, or as an institution, will never get to the place where we s i mply ha11t m to. the. sanctuary he received a holy . and godl y perspective which i nnnediately 
some head knowledge of Scripture but lose the comprehension of i t s full significaanged his ~nd (Psalm 73:17, 18) • God will judge individuals who are honest and 
That knowledge and lilderstanding is one of the things that wil l keep us true IBlti t _before Him. These are lessons we too need to leani. 
Christ comes. 
second elem~nt in :emaining true to one's purpose i n light of God ' s Word is to 
We are fully aware of the fact that if Biola is going to remain true to t he Word al honestly with Scri:pture •. The peopl e of Malachi 's era learned to talk their 
God in the future, then we must be sensitive to what the Lord has to say in His out of such a practical existen~e. On~ of the basic definit i ons for " trut h" is 
We JIR.lSt fully illlderstand and apply Scripture to our individual lives as well as t concept o~ correspondence. It is a philosophical idea. By t hat we mean that 
every aspect of our institution. In addition to this paramoilllt foillldation for ou r e~lanation shoul~ correspond to what actually happened. An inter esting thing 
volvement, we must deal honestly with God's Word. me is that these priests ~d the people of Malachi's day had little correspondence 
t ween what they were tea~ing and what t hey were living as it woul d compar e with 
From the Old Testament, and this passage specifically (Malachi 3:4-9), Levi' s lifa~ was 1?"1°wn to be f olild ~n 0e Word of God. The cruci al point i s a maint enance 
was characterized as one who attempted to constantly connnlfilicate to the people o int:g:ity = We must be Bib~1cally honest and not distort the truth. The priests 
his day what the law was and what God expected of them. Truth was always on his living ~ a corrupt fashion. Instead of cleaning up their lives, al igning 
and iniquity was not folild in his heart. Priests of Malachi's day had caused 0 mselves 1:1ith the Old Te:t~ent law, they altered the truth, seeki ng t o br ing i t 
to be led astray. Going back to the first chapter of this important book, the p ~ to their pattern of living. 
phet, lillder the inspiration of the Holy Spirit, seeks to remind the people of G . 
matchless and neverfailing love. They had gone so low in sin that they doubted ay we frequently h~ar of_wha~ is known as "situation ethics." This describes a 
matchless characteristic of His being. The first five books of the Old Tes tame. te~ of conduct which maintains that we have no real cut-and-dried Biblical 
were available to them. They could have traced the Lord's provident hand of ncipl7s to follow~ There~o:e, every situation must be evaluated in its own ulti-
s?vereign. blessing upon their forefathers. God has to remind them again that He-~ merit ~or the final decision. One of 0e major proponents of this particular 
singled them out with a special purpose. It would be through their line and h i s 9osophy is Joseph Fletch~r. In one of his early addresses at Hanrard, April, that the Messiah, the Lord Jesus Christ, should come to this earth becoming the '.he used ~hese words, The actual trend, of course, has been that reason pro-
Savior of all mankind. Yet these foolish people accused the Lord, '"You haven't ~sive~y banishes a~l :perfectionism from Christian ethics more and more by an open 
us." They certainly weren't dealing honestly with what God had connnunicated t o 1 ~raiion and repudiation." He goes. on to observe, "Human reason reveals that in former times. i~a ~tandards are not acceptable in current, real- life decisions." You see the 
They also failed to revere the Lord of Hosts (Malachi 1 :6). The way God had co 
cated with them had been so distorted by the priests that doubt concerning Jeho 
pervaded their thoughts. They failed to offer the required quality of sacrifice 
From the sacred writings they should have known that they were to offer the bes t 
their flock and the best of the produce they had. Malachi condemns them "Ye o 
polluted bread" (1: 7). God required the perfect sacrifice with certain ~ondi tio 
~o be met~ Th:se people willfully faile~, violating His principle. They had e 
in~ermarried with.those who blasphemed His name, and who worshipped false idols . 
This was threatemng the bloodline for the coming of the Messiah. The warning · 
solilded, "Judah hath dealt treacherously, and an abomination is connnitted in Is 
and in Jerusalem; for Judah hath profaned the holiness of the Lord which he lov 
and hath married the daughter of a foreign god" (2 :11). The heigh th of their fo 
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~;~on i sn't, "Shol!ld a man align_himself with the stated principles in God's 
· The ~eclaration becomes, "Since these standards seem to be lfilacceptable by 
,way we live, what ki nd of ethic can we develop which will acconnnodate itself to 
~ ~rrent reasoning and conduct, still giving him some sense of ethical power 
in.d The_ tragedy of the hour is that many people today are altering standards 
'~ar h to fit th~ir own sinful practi ces. When one begins to do that, he is not 
t
ing onestly with the Word of God! It is t oo easy to rationalize our invol ve-
s. 
re ~s ye~ a third poi nt s o impor tant for al l of us. In our own circumstances 
at~st us is a ire:sei;-ger o~ the Lo~d of Ho~ts. Pai thfulness is :probably one of the 
5 
characteristics evidenced in our l ives . If you ask a friend to deliver a 
age and then he distorts what you have told him, he has been illlfaithful to his 
9 
task· he hasn't done the job properly. This is what Malachi is pointing out (2: 7) . 
That: s why Levi stands out in bold relief as a contrast to those who have distortet 
the truth (2:4-7). 
Back in the Dark Ages people were attempting to live acc~ptable lives but_experienq 
very little progress. _ 1hey had probably not_ really co~sidered tJ:e essential el~­
nents of any given discipline. 1he first glirrnner of light came in the Refonnation 
through a knowledge of principle content. Martin ~uther was 1:15ed of the Lord to 
guide the people back into the Scriptures. Fonnalism was stripped_ away. _There was 
a desire to know what God really had to say. Being so wrapped up in details they 
had lost sight of the significant content of the Word of God. 
Abortion: 
FUR(};R OF THE HOU/{:J 
It is most fascinating today to realize that there are so many translatio~s and 
paraphrases of the Bible. They are interesting to compa:e and study._ Still, I al - By: Dr. Charles Lee Feinberg 
ways raise this question, "If I don't have the best possi~le text available as an 
ultimate source for knowing what God really says to ne, . I m a~ ~he ~ercy of wh~t troduction 
somebody else thinks God means." A popular _pa:aphr~e is exciting in th~ way it cai 
minister to lives. Keep in mind, however, it is still ~he. Gospel according to the ether the Christian public desires it or not, the time has long since arrived that 
individual who paraphrased it. This doesn't irean that it is n?t valuable, ~y_morenguage which was usual for learned works, technical journals, and nedical tomes, 
than going to church isn't valuable. Through such means we gain a further insights now come into the public domain. A quarter of a century ago the word "abortion" 
into Scripture. At the same time, if in o1:1r day and culture we b~come so ~ar re- jected into a conversation would have been iret with at least raised eyebrows. To-
moved from what God really want~ to . col11I!1unicate, we m~y be left with only impress- i,Y billboards in our_ large ~i ties advertise that infonnation and help on abor~ion 
ions as to what other people think is His purpose. Wi~ ~11 these t?ols we cou~d ue available by calllllg a listed telephone nl.Ullber. He has not read very far in 
entering a new period of the Dark. Age~. One of. the principles. seen in the ~ena:ssawspapers, magazines or leaflets who has not come across the word many times. The 
and the Refonnation was a populanzation of Scnpt1:1re, along with. a P01;mlanzation ss media keep it constantly before the viewing and listening public. This trend, 
of learning. Let us not run the risk of cutting ties to sacred historic documents ·t no one mistake it, is not transitory; it is here to stay. But why has it assumed 
. . clamant, even strident, proportions today? The answer is not far to seek. 
Here at Biola College we want to make certain that we today ar~ not onl~ hono:ing ti 
Word of God but also that in ten or 20 years, if the Lord_ tarries, ~e will s~ill beckground 
honoring the Word as faithful servants. We earnestly believe that if we don t do 
that we will run the risk of leading our friends and our students ~tray ~ram Go~' 5at which brought the entire issue frontally to the attention of the .American people 
truth. Yes, Biola has made tremendous progress. The school today is a vibrant rn·s the historic and landmark decision of the Supreme Court of the United States of 
stitution, bursting at the seams witJ: students, f~cul"o/ and sta~f. There must al- rica on January 22, 1973. In the companion cases of Roe v. Wade and Doe v. 
ways be that awesome, thought-provoking se~f-exannnation that will cause us to re- lton, the Supreme Court invalidated the antiabortion laws of the States of Texas 
main true to the Word of God. May we crn:is1de~ th~se truths as a pe:sonal challenge eorgia. The majority opinion, written by Justice Harry Blacknnm, declared that 
We IlU.lSt comprehend the Word of God, dealing wi~h it honestly! ~ ~aithful se:vants oman had the right to decide for herself whether or not to bear a child, a right 
of that iressage. If we will do these three things as Maladn indicates we will ha ranteed rnder the Fourteenth Amenchoont. Thus the United States joined Great 
an excellent opportLIDity of remaining faithful to the Lord when He returns for us. ·tain, Sweden, Japan, and other countries in legalizing abortion. 
Dr. Chase is President 
of Biol a College. 
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al scholars are of the opinion that these decisions have also voided similar laws 
some 29 other states where it was a crime to procure or attempt an abortion with-
rnedical advice in order to preserve the life of the mother. "The court held, 
ever, that the states have legitimate interests in the health of the mother and 
protecting fetal life after viability, and that they may pass laws that are 
rowly drawn to implement these interests. In this respect, the court said that 
statues that except from criminality only a lifesaving procedure on behalf of 
mo~er, without regard to the stage of pregnancy and without recognition of the 
er interests involved, are too broad to pass constitutional muster" (Britannica 
~k of the Year, 1974, p. 407). 
ce the decision of the Supreme Court numerous SYJlq)osia, seminars, articles, books, 
ernen~s, and even bumper stickers have kept the vital issue alive. Antiabortion 
ces m many places have been fighting, and continue to do so, to protect "the ~t. to life" of potential human beings , They are prepared to work for the nulli-
~tion of the Supreme Court decision by a constitutional amendment. The zeal in 
5 confrontation has no appearance of waning, and the struggle appears to be a long 
i drawn out one. 
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In the religious world consensus was immediately manifest in the Roman Catholic t to life is a basic human right, supported by the Declaration of Independence, 
Church, whi0 ~as from the beginning registered open shock, disapproval, and e Constitution o~ the lh_lited States, ai:d by th~ United_Nations' Declara~ion ?f 
opposition (ibido, .P~ 585, also p. 729). On the other hand, Protestantism has t}llall Rights. Their studies and conclusion~ relie~ heavily on modem strides in the 
~ar shown only ~ divi~ed house. All denominations agree on the gravity of the s ences of embryol?gy, fetology, and genetics, which have exploded many old errors 
Ject under consideration, but some have taken a liberal stand on the issue. Con~out life before birth. To the contrary, the Supreroo Court has denied any value to 
servatives h~ve gone on reco:d as designating abortion "morally wrong," except e unbom child during its first six months and given ?nly relative value during the 
where the crimes of rape or incest have been corrnni tted or the life of the motherst three months. The Court has made the value of a viable fetus second to the 
clearly_jeopardized. I~ is_unequi~oc~l~y cle~r tha~ n~ matter what the tlieologiqght of privacy, soci?-economic fact?rs, or the age of the mother. The c?ntention 
COJ?Plexion of the denomination or individual is, this matter will not pennit of the four_ churchmen is that th~ nilings of the Court have removed an entire class 
being swept under the nig. It is here and will remain so for the forseeable fut human beings from the protection of the Constitution, sanctioning the destniction 
A stand IIRJSt be taken, clear and llllambiguous, on the question. The decisive word human beings without any show of due process. 
rrrust ~o~ from the Scriptures, and to this we shall tuTil. (At this writing the r. 
news indicates (6/3/74) that in Canada the abortion rate now exceeds the birth ra inition of Terms 
PART II is the very life breath of any discussion to make doubly certain of the definition 
· terms, or els~ a~l will be carried on in low visibility. This portion does not 
The Breadth of the Subject tend to be a dictionary on the subject, but minimal definitions are called for. 
finitions are from Webster's Unabridged InteTilational Dictionary.) Fetus is "the 
The subject of abortion relates to at least four disciplines: medicine ethics ung or embryo of an animal in the worrb, or in the egg." :Miscarriage is "a premature 
C:eligion), social science (sociology), and law. The material is so c~mplex and ulsion ?f a fetus'.' and is equated witJ; ab?rtion. Premature birth or delivery is 
dispu~ed that there ~er~ by 19~8 1,1?5 papers on abortion throughout the world. expulsion"occurring af~e: th~ fetus :-s v7able,. but before the nonna~ ~ime." 
a series of_ annual bibl7ographies (since 1970) on abortion is projected (Journal le ~ans capal?l~ of living. Ab?rtion is defined as the "act of giving pre-
the Evangelical Theological Society, Vol. 17, No. 1, Winter, 1974, p. 31). ure b~rth; speci~ic~lly_ the expulsion of the htnnan fetus prematurely, particular-
any tire before 1 t is viable, or capable of sustaining life." 
Statistics and Developments pes of Abortion 
Almos~ one million abortions have taken place annually since abortion-on-demand w • . • • 
legalized. (The statistics are to be found in Christianity Applied, Nov. 1, 1974 ~ as a dist1n~tion nrust be made between abortion, premature birth, and miscarriage, 
Only a small fraction were because of health, deform ty, rape, or incest. The re! it nrus t be pointe~ out that there are two types of abortion. The first is known 
were just lfilwanted human beings. This means that numerous lives were destroyed, SJ?antaneous abortion. It oc~urs natural~y, usua~ly within three months after con-
cause an~ wol!lan can ~mand ~ abortion thro1:1gh the first six months of pregnancy, tlon (Journal of the Evan ell cal Theola ical Society, PI?· . 29, 31). The secrn:d is 
and receive it as easily as if she were having a dental extraction. The Supreme uced ort10i:,_w i i~ e ell erate expulsion o a living fetus normally in-
Court' ~ sole. leg~l basis for ~ei: decision to allow abortion through the sixth ab~e ?f survivi~g outside. th~ wont>. 'Yben ~on~ by ia:dical personn~l. within the 
month :-s their view that a clnld is not a human being until it can live independ ' it is called therapeutic. Othenvise, it is designated as "criffilnal." 
ly of l ts mother. "What this position implies for the aged and infinn of our soc' 
is staggering. Studies in Great Britain show a ten- time increase in the second 
trimester miscarriage of mothers who have previously aborted children. Mothers 
have had_ previous abortions are "high risk patients" in the matter of future pl 
pregnancies. Many women now use abortion as their sole birth control method. 
Fetuse~ boTil ~ive ii: sp~te of the abortion are sometimes used for human experi-
rentation during their final hours. The Supreme Judicial Court of Massachusetts 
niled that a wife can obtain an abortion over the objection of her husband (Revi 
of News,~~ 8, 1974, p. 41). The U. S. Supreme Court let stand (8 to 1) a lowe 
court decisioi: that held state~ cannot bypass last year's ruling by merely clai · 
that a fetus is a "person" entitled to constitutional protection (ibid., 
May 29, 1974, p. 15). --
Prospective Proposal 
Four .Arnericai: Cardinals (from Boston, Philadelphia, Chicago and Los Angeles) and 
U. S. Catholic Conference have urged a Senate subcolTDTiittee to fonnulate an amen 
to the Constitution which would establish the lilboTil child as a person from the 
o~ concep~ion and preserve in the highest degree a conrrnitnent to universal prese 
tlon of life. They felt that an amendment to the Constitution was "the only fe 
way'_' to :ev:rse the 1973 abortion decisions of the Supreme Court, which "deny th 
basic principles of the Constitution, and refuse appropriate legal protection t 
the llllborn child" (Cllristian Heritage, JLUle, 1974, p. 23). They affinned that t 
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nts 
a:gwnent i~ favor of pennitting abortion is that there is no explicit text in 
B1bl~ forbidding it. To be sure, this is held by those who value the authority 
the Bible. 'f1:1e question is: Is there any indication that abortion prevailed 
g the Israelites? Absence of prohibition can be interpreted as showing abortion 
an "exceptioi:aI occurrence" (ibid. , p. 33) • Child sacrifice was connnon among 
pagan Cai:aanites, so Israel was warned against it many times through the pro-
tsb (Jererru~ 7:31; 19:4-5). The argument from silence is always inconclusive and 
e precarious. 
econd ar~n~ for abortion is that it will lessen illegal abortions which en-
ger women s ~i ves. The example of Sweden shows that ten years of legal abortion 
e served to increase, rather than decrease, illegal abortion (this and following 
nts from "The Problem of Abortion," by David H. Nicholas and George F. Howe 
Monthl, September 1971, pp. 34-37). ' 
i~~f;:gume~t i~ that abortion will promote the physical welfare of those who may 
<led 1 iculties in childbirth. There is roodical testimony that abortion is rarely 
. to preserve the mother's life. Modern methods of treating pregnancy compli-
ions render llllilecessary resort to therapeutic abortion. 
ourth argument is that sore sociologists favor abortion as a mean of family 
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planning. It would appear that this is a rather l~te (ex post fac;to) m~thod of . M thl Sept. 1971, p. 35). It is now kn.own that an tmborn child from the 
family planning. Whether planned or not, every child has ~ God-gi~en right to h-29~ on t ~~eks has readable electrical brain activity. In the opinion of medical 
It is frightening to consider how the rulings on therapeutic abor~ions m~y. have ~ 0 e~~ay brain readings are considered more significant . for detennination of 
opened horrendous vistas for l~gislat~on which ma~ tou0 ~11 Americans (ibid., P ·~~c~~ he~rt readings. It is even further suggested that, if "!here is :e~dable 
Recently there was an attempt in Florida to legalize killing of older people· :. t . cal activity in the fetal brain at eight weeks, then there is prob ab ill ty of 
. . . . .,c ~~ectrical activity in the rudimentary brain at four weeks (J.E.T.S. Vol 17, Finally, a fifth argument of sponsors of liberal abortion laws is.the claim th~t , 1 41). l.Illwed mother should have the right to decide whether or not she will bea: a child,• ' P· 
It JTU.lSt be pointed out in all kindness that the unwed woman_ should exercise her iderations of Personhood 
right much earlier than the time of her awareness that she is to become a mother. !::..::~:.!..:::.:.::..:::=::.__:..;;;.... ____ _ 
. . . .. use the Supreme Court in its decision has made rnuch of the matter of personhood, 
1he question is ofte~ posed as to w~y :ape and incest make a difference 11: the maraosia and conferences have sought to explore the matte: in ~pth •. (In th~ fall_ 
of permissible abortions. Some Christians, at least, fe~l 0at rape and incest 1973 The Perkins School of Theology of Southern Methodist Uruversity published in 
apart from God's normative plan where choice nust be en:- indispensable fac~or, and ·ournal one of the finest presentations seen by this writer, covering the sub-
where _the w?man's divinely given rights were.grossly violated. Increase in legal;tJ from personal, sociological, ~dical, legal~ phi~os?phical, and ~eol?gical 
abortions, it must be stated, cannot be attributed to these cases· ewpoints together with a perceptive and selective bibliography. This wn ter. has 
PART III 
1he Central Question 
~ n heavily on the authoritative material presented by a_ galaxy of ~tute thinkers. 
~ serious student of the subject must not overlook the fme work, Birth Control i the Qiristian edited by W. O. Spitzer and C. L. Saylor, primarily for the 
ristian MedicaI'society. This splendid work limits itself to a Protestant 
osium on the control of human reproduction.) In seeking an answer to the ques-
Ever since the Supreme Court issued the deliverance that "· • • the word. 'person,)11 of the time of the beginning of hwnan life, researchers have deeired biological 
used in the Fourteenth .A:rrendment, does not include the. tmb?m" (~ongressiona~ Re-. dence as vital. Before discoveries in the nineteenth century, it was thought 
search Service for 2/9, 73? p~ 8) , the central and crucial is~ue in !11~ abortion y one seed (male) was necessary to produce. human life. Human reproduction was 
troversy h~ been for Chns~ians at leas~: When does hw:ian life beg~n .. If hl.ll1lan t clearly understood. Now a nedical authority, An~re E= Hellege:s, M.D. of the. 
begins at birth, then abortion does not involve the deliberate teTIIllnation_ of h~artrrent of Obstetrics-Gynecology of Georgetown Uruversity, Washington, D. C., in-
life, thus the moral picture is drastically altered. I~, however, humai: life st3bns us that" ••• new human life quite clearly begins at fertilization .•• " 
at conception or at sane other :tage ?f growth befo:e birth, then_l.Illeq1:1ivocally nkins Journal, p. 12). It is still held valid that a spon~aneo~ hea:tbeat in: 
abortion will usually irean the intentional destniction of hwnan life with all the_ates life but the question remains whether the heartbeat in a given instance is 
serious ethical and legal overtones of such an act (J.E. T.S., Vol 17, No. 1, P· ~taneous.' As far as brain waves are concerned, by the eighth week of life the 
Stages of Prenatal Development tus has been shown to have them, recorded by EEG. Thus some nedical authorities ieve abortion after the eighth week to be certain taking of hwnan life. The 
. . to 19th weeks are considered significant, because about that time quickening 
1he Supreme Court made it eminent!~ clear that it ~avored statutes which would re rs, but this is evaluated as nerely a maternal perception rath~r than ':- fetal 
nize that different interests are mvolved, depending on the stage of the pregn 11. Women have been known to deliver children without at any time feeling 
During the first trimester (that is, three. months of pregn~cy) d:ath of the 1!1° ckening, and contrariwise, woiren who have thought they felt quickening were never 
occurs less frequently because of an abortion. The fetus is considered non-vi~ gnant (ibid
0
, pp. 13-14). 
at this tiire. Therefore, the pregnant woman and her doctor should have the undis --
puted right to make the decisi?n on aborti?n· Hrn_vever, the Court conced~d that tire and effort have been expended by iredical researchers to present fetal 
during the second and third trimesters medical evidence shows the mother s heal siological descriptions with the thought that the ethics of abortion depends on 
be somewhat threatened by an abortion. In such instances the states may choose ·cal facts. Dr. Hellegers disagrees with this view. He does not deny that t~e 
regulate the abortion procedure during these stages in order to afford reasonab l is a biological human being in the medical sense. It can never be placed 1n 
protection for the heal th of the mother. Furthen:io:e ~ the states. are empowered category of "cats rats or elephants." It must be deened a being, else no 
enforce their legal interest in the fetus by proh1bi tion of abortion after the f rtion would be needed. However, Dr. Hellegers does not concede that the abor-
becomes viable, except where the life of the mother is endangered. The court de n debate is a medical one at all. As an anti-abortionist he feels the decisions 
clared: "Viability is usually placed at about seven months. (28 wee~s) but may oc e in the matter reflect the personal value which performing physicians place on 
earlier" (Britannica Book of the Year, 1974, p. 407). It is the time when the f orn human life rather than on iredical fact. Hear his final pronouncement: "I 
is capable of "irean1ngful" hfe outside the mother's womb· ieve the abortion debate is not, and never has been, about when human life 
From the tiire the single male cell is deposited, it goes thr?ugh a series of ch 
of amazing complexity. At 26 days the erribryo has a heart, limb buds, and blocks 
muscle tissue. At 40 days (now about 3/4 of an inch long) 0e embryo has ~yes, 
ears, and minute hands. At 56 days a distinctly human ph~sical frairework is pre 
with fingers, toes, and ribs. "But when. do:s the developing embryo become a co 
pletely hwnan being in the fullest and biblical sense of the t~rr:i? No abs?lute 
answer can be given to this question at present and several opinions ~revail. 
ireans that there is no fixed point in embryonic development before which one co 
kill the fetus and safely say he had not thereby extinguished a human life" 
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ts. I think it is a debate about the degree of which one accepts a utilitarian 
ed an a "cost-benefit oriented ethos"] v. some other view of life" (ibid., p.15). 
discussing the legal ramifications of the beginnings of personhood, Dr~ Howar~ J. 
enfeld, Professor of Law at SMU, makes it plain that law reflects social choices 
0e P<Mer majority at a given tine. Other choices may appeal to smaller en- . 
ies • Because the lawyer is said to distrust absolute statements, he realizes 
t_ the law-making process reflects moral judgments, but law and moral law are two ~inct categories (ibid., p. 16). Dr. Taubenfeld is content to say that life 
ns "at the mo:rrent~implantation, division, or what have you. For legal 
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purposes, it doesn't really matter" (ibid., p. 17). The final word, then, is that Testimony of Scripture 
the Supreme Court has expressly held ~fetus is not a person; therefore, within 
the context of the Fourteenth Alrendment there is no deprivation of life without dtliout presuming to give all the relevant passages on the subject, we seek to relate 
process of law. more important ones. Those that are gennane to the issue are Genesis 25 :22; 
dus 21:22-24; Psalm 139:13, 15 , 16; Ecclesiastes 11:5; Jeremiah 1:4, 5; Luke 1:26-
Treating !he matter of the beginnings of personhood from philosophical consideratt and Galatians 1: 15, 16. As far as the Genesis passage is concerned, the text in-
Dr ~ H. ~nstram Engleha:dt, Jr., Assistant Professor of the Philosophy of Medicineates a prenatal st:uggle b~tween Esau and Jacob. No one can detennine at what age 
Uinyersi~y of Texas Medical Branch, equates personhood with self-conscious life ans took place, but it_ ~rtainly reveals that sentient life was present, and that be-
:ationahty. He holds that without self-determination an object may be valuable ~ the tire of parturition. 
itself only because another considers it as such, that is to the degree that it c 
be a neans (ibido, pp. 20-27). ' regard to Exodus 21:22-24 learned debates have been carried on between orthodox 
, but the conclusions have been f rankly inferential and not apropos. First of all B~fo:e turning to Scripture evidence itself, it will be well to evaluate the be- must be lll1i:rersall~ a~~te~ tha~ this_ i s not a case of abortion. It is speaking' 
grnings of personhood from the standpoint of theological considerations. Dr. Alhaccidents with bodi l y inJuries ( inte~trnn being lacking) as a result. Secondly, 
C. Outler, Professor of Historical Theology, Perkins School of Theology Sl\1U has ice that the pregnant woman was not in the strife, but was accidentally struck affo:de~ us so:rre va~uable insight~. At the outset he posits that two obvio~ fac'bEluse ~he was ~oo near tJ:e cc_:mt~nding part~es. Thirdly, the translation "fruit' 
remain in the abortion debate. First, apart from intransigent abortionists there art" 1s not literal, whi ch is and her clnldren come out [into the world]." Keil 
general consensus that abortion is a genuine moral dilemma. It is too late to ask· Deli tzsch, corrunenting on the position that because there is no word as to time or 
for options such_ as a suspended judgment, because far-reaching decisions have al- ge of_ dev~lopment of the fetus that, therefore, it was not to be regarded as a 
ready been made 1n the matter. Second, the debate on the issue reflects the ian being in any sense, correctly declare: "But the arbitrary character of this 
tremendous shif~ in popular opinion recently, manifesting the tragic collapse of lanation is a:pparent at once; for _yeledh only denotes a child, as a fully de-
moral system which has, more or less, guided Western society for two thousand year.oped human being, and not the fruit of the womb before it has assumed a htunan 
The Lamb~th Conf~rence of .Anglical Bishops (1960) condeITil1.ed abortion on demand as " (The Pentateuch, Vol. II, pp. 134-135, fn.l). To infer from the penalty im-
destruct1on of life already beglll1. Karl Barth (1961) called abortion "a monstroused that the consequence of the blow was less grave than one perpetrated on a 
th~ng~" Dietrich Bor:Jioeffer .(~955) denounced it as "nothing but murder." Helmut an being, is. to look at the. transaction from the wrong end. The reason for the 
Thielicke (1964) claimed abortion was an infringe:rrent on the order of creation. ~er penalty ~s totally a~tributable to the absence of premeditation or intention, 
Joseph Fletcher (1967) in his situation ethics joined the pro-abortion camp and ital factor in all lawsuits where damage or death ensue. 
since that time the trend to official church support for abortion on demand'has . . 
accelerated almost incredibly. ~esiast:s 11:5 is as relevant today as when written. With all the advances of 
ica~ ~c1ence and the progres~ of obstetrical-gynecological research, our medical 
With reference to the matter of privacy, Dr. Outler correctly points out that pre)lori~ies are prep~red to admit.that mu~ that transpires prenatally in a pregnant 
nano/ is not ~private affa~r? for. £:om tirre irrrrnemorial it has been the primal ~er is beyond the7r coi:vreh~nsion •. Thi~ should giv~ pause to legal minds, 
social eve~t 1n most coIIIrrllll?-it1es (ibid., p. 28). If feticide is innocuous and i n- cal iren, and sociologists in drawmg final conclusions as to personhood, viability 
consequential, why has medical research been denied aborted fetuses for their wor1r related matters· 
Further, to make rationality and self-consciousness the criterion of personhood 
would immediately exclude the ve:ry ymmg, the sub-normal and the senescent thus ~ererniah 1:4, 5 and Galatians 1:15, 16, the first with reference to the prophet 
claiming they are lacking intrinsic personal value or any morally assured h~an . nuah ai:1d. the. latter concerning the apostle Paul, i ndicate important prenatal 
status. Actually, the pro-abortionists have their strength in sentirrental appeal i:e a~tivity in the lives of these important servants of the Lord, which was de-
(1) to current social values (such as population control) and (2) to the personal native in their life work. 
values of the troubled mother. Prevention of conception (nidation) on the one h 
and adoption on the other reflect an altogether different view of human life than 
that which feels that the human life process may be terminated without moral sc 
What is more important- -the life of the fetus or the anguish of the mother? 
. recently ~scussion has centered about Luke 1:26-56. Use of this passage brings 
in bold r~li~f that there is no passage in the Bible that speaks clearly to the 
~ of_penni~s10n or prohibition of abortion. If there were, orthodox men would 
e discussing the matter of the beginning of human life. No verse in the Old or 
Christian tradition has always held that human life is a trust from God never at T~stament affords us this guide line, nor is there a Hebrew or Greek word for 
the selfish disposal of anyone. Dr. Outler acutely comments on personh~od: "It i tion. (Th~re is a Hebrew word for miscarriage, but it does not occur, interest-
the human organism oriented toward its transcendent matrix, in which it lives an ~~n?ugh? rn the E~odus :passage . ) Howev:r, all this constitutes no warrant for 
moves and has its ~uman being" (ibid., p. 30). It is not sorething added or in- anal~ing ~to the discus~ion the passage ii: ~uke 1: 2?- 56 ?r the possibility of 
serted at some magic morent. No one has the right to play deity toward any other am Sgy with the conception by t he Holy Spirit at which time God became man. 
Here Christianity departed from the ancient Greco- Roman views of sexuality where th ~ott (JE~S, Vol: 17, No. 1, 19 74, pp. 29-44) in his treatrrent of abortion 
abortion and infanticide were conn:non. Their view was that the fetus was just a e 1 incarnation begins with the observation that sorre reject ·the Luke passage 
of the mother, who had the same right to destroy it as to cauterize a tumor on ~ ~ N. T. passage r e l ating directly t o fe t al life), which may be "a convenient 
her body. Christian leaders opposed this and proposed an ethic of compassion riction of the field of s t udy." His conclusion is that what was miraculous in the "~d<;>pted from their Jewish matrix" which prohibited abortion and advocated adopti t~f our Lo:d ':'as the virgin conception; all else was natural. It may be pointed 
(1b1d:, p. 31) ~ · ~omehow the latter alternative scarcely figures in discussions a at restrict10n of the field of study i s required because there is no analogy 
abortion, yet 1t is full of merit from eve:ry consideration. The truth is that een the prenatal l i fe of our Lord and the prenatal condition of any human being. 
hln!1ar:-personal l~fe is a re~l continuum and is sacred. Life must always outweigh c:i tell us author i tatively where the miraculous l e f t off in the life of Christ 
utill ty. Otherwise, Auschwitz becomes a reality, given a change in societal moodS" w ere the natural t ook over? No human mind can penetrate this area, and it is 
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the part of wisdom to be silent when we cannot control the sources. 
Psalm 139: 13, 15, 16 has been reserved for last in the discussion because in the 
opinion of this writer it has more infonnation to present than any other passage. 
First, it is clear that it is speaking of conditions of a prenatal nature when the 
fetus is residing in the mother's womb • Second, it reveals di vine activity in re-
lation to the fetus. Third, all the stages of growth of the embryo were under the 
direct supeivision of God. Fourth, human development prenatally is more complex and 
elaborately carried out than anyone can imagine. Fifth, all this transpires in the 
hidden, secret recesses of the womb, not Sheol. It is impossible to refer "the low-
est parts of the earth" to Sheol, because nowhere in the Bible is man referred to as 
having pre-existed in Sheol. Sixth, the "unfonned substance" of verse 16 is the 
errbryo to which the Lord had regard. Seventh, the entire process is under di vine 
predestination; God has a plan for this life. 
Some Serious Conclusions 
Although rruch has been said about the conditions mder which abortions may be justi-
fied, there is an all too prevalent practice in hospitals that perfonn abortions, 
namely, the practice of making certain that aborted fetuses still alive will die 
(JETS, p. 43). This practice is entirely reprehensible, because five and six month 
fetuses have a ten percent chance to survive. There are children living today who 
were aborted, were rescued by concerned nurses, were given good premature care, and 
were later adopted. Moreover, there is a sad effect on the physicians who do the 
abortions. Dr. R. F. Gardner (ibid., p. 44) is quoted as saying, "I confess to find-
ing in myself a lessening of entliUSiasm. Is there any point in struggling quite so 
hard to preserve an llllborn fetus already at risk and which may well never flourish, 
when one has just been called upon to tenninate healthy pregnancy after healthy 
pregnancy? It is a temptation one tries to resist: but it would be dishonest to deny 
its existence." He claims further that numbers of Christian physicians feel that the 
abortion law has closed the door to a gynecological career to them. 
Furthennore, the argwrents of the court seem to be bifurcated. At one time the 
emphasis is on viability and personhood; at another, on the innate right of a woman to 
decide definitely on the fllllctions of her body. Logically, one cannot have it all 
these ways. Finally, saddest of all, abortion is now no longer a crime, hence no 
moral evil either, thus greatly accelerating the breakdown of national morality. In 
.Anerica alone over the next few years, millions of fetuses will be destroyed with 
little or no moral outcry (Perkins Journal, p. 32). 










By: Dr. Richard McNeely 
'lb.ere is great solace for spiritual sojourners on their way to God's blessed land re-
served for the redeemed. As a pilgrim we should obey laws of the country through 
which we travel. 'Ibis is a picture of our walk in the world. Peter writes in his 
first epistle to those who are going through difficult persecution. 'Ibey probably 
were already dispossessed of property, having lost their jobs. Some would even be 
called upon to give their lives for the sake of the Gospel. There is one thing 
which could never be taken from them and that is their salvation. It's wonderful to 
have the knowledge that you have been redeemed (I Peter 1:18). 
Redemption comes not through silver and gold, something that is purchased, but rather 
by Christ's blood. It's not acts of penance, leading a good moral life, but through 
the sacrifice of the Savior's sinless life. In understanding our salvation the 
apostle Paul points out Jesus as a Lamb, unblemished and spotless (I Peter 1:19). 
This refers to the Old Testament picture of the substitute for Israel's sins in the 
passover offering. We are to meet God's regulations on the basis of hav we come be-
fore His throne. No one can come into the presence of God today except by God's way. 
That is only through the precious blood of Jesus Christ, who takes away the sin of 
the world. 
In verse 20 he shows that Christ was "foreknown before the fotmdation of the world." 
'Ibis doesn't mean that God merely looked down through the annals of time and knew 
that His Son must of necessity die. There is more to it than that. Acts 2:23 gives 
a very excellent definition of foreknowledge. Here Peter is speaking on the Day of 
Pentecosto He preaches, ''Men of Israel, listen to these words: Jesus of Nazareth, a 
man approved of God among you by miracles and wonders and signs, which God did by Him 
in the midst of you, as ye yourselves also know; Him, being delivered by the deter-
minate counsel and foreknowledge of God, ye have taken, and by wicked hands have 
curcified and slain." In other words, God's foreknowledge isn't merely a pre-
knowledge of something, but rather it is part of His sovereign and divine plan. Con-
sequently, Peter speaks of Him as the One who was foreknown before all time, but now 
has been made known for our sake. The point is that our hope and our faith might be 
in God. 
Actually, Peter bri ngs thr ee great truths about Jesus Christ. He talks about His 
manifestation on the earth, that He walked among rren, ministering unto them. 'lb.en he 
tells about His death . Secondly, he points out the resurrection of Christ which give 
our faith verification. Finally, he teaches us about giving Him glory. 'Ibis is the 
matter of Christ's ascending up on high and receiving the glory that once He had. 
An enlightened walk of the believer is a very important thing. We can't exist 
effectively and victoriously without it. Peter later in the epistle scores the fact 
that believers need to be ready to gi ve a defense of their faith (3:15). We are to 
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be involved in not only trusting God for our salvation, but also willing to share . 
that faith with others. To do this convincingly one has to know that the basis ojir wives. Agape lnye ~s really a giving totally of oneself; there are no per-
his salvation isn't in works, but on the basis of the finished work of the Savior,t ages involved •. Tius is the way God has ma~e us. ~esus Oirist Himself is the 
d of the Boby, His Oiurch. He loves the Bnde and is the One who has given Him-
The last phrase of our passage before us is a very important one, "that your faiijf for it. au: new. lif~. in Je~us Cl:-rist. is not ~ping to be tarnished or messed up 
and hope might be in God" (I Peter 1:21). Peter places himself in the sane positjause of our live~ m tnis so~iety in which we live. Rather, it is that new seed 
as Paul, who emphasized that it isn't by works that an individual is saved. Thenlife which energizes us to live up to the commands of God. Peter says it is that 
can be no boasting in keeping the works of the law. Instead, our salvation is d of seed that promotes love toward the br~th:en. Jesus Oirist told His disciples, 
through Christ's perfect accomplislurents. "Hope" as it appears here isn't a mattE this shall all nen know that you are my disciples, that you have love one for 
of just hoping things will tum out for the best in the end. Actually, the Bible ther." Peter urges us, "Love one another from the heart fervently" (I Peter 1: 2 2) • 
gives it IIIl.lch more strength than that. Our hope is concerning what God has promi 
lhr?ughout the.Old Testanent we see how the Lord makes very specific promises and 
ultimately delivers on them one hillldred percent. lhis is why we can have settled 
hope in Jesus Oirist. He will never go back on His Word! As the hynm writer has 
expressed it, "My hope is built on nothing less than Jesus' blood and righ teousne( 
Peter doesn't hesitate to give believers helpful corrnnands for our spiritual growtl 
and welfare. In the light of our salvation we are to mark out a very steady coun 
in the world in which we 1i ve. We are exhorted, "Fervently love one another fr 
the heart" (I Peter 1:22). We hear a great deal today about loving one another bt 
so many tires we are never talking about the basis of our love. Here the apostle 
tells us, "Since you have in obedience to the truth purified your souls for a sin-
cere love o~ the b:ethren, fervently love one a:i:other from the heart." We "puri~ 
our souls" in obedience to the truth. We are literally to be wrapped up with what 
the Word of God itself specifies. John tells us in his first epistle that the pn 
of a man's loving God is foillld in his willingness to keep the Lord's connnandments, 
He addresses his remarks to "little children, because your sins are forgiven for ~ 
name's sake; fathers, because you know Him who has been from the beginning; and ye 
men because youhave overcone the evil one" (I John 2 :12). It is not how old a 
believer is chronologically, but rather the measuring stick is spiritual maturity 
We might think on the surface that it would be a great experience to know God per 
fectly at the inception of our salvation. John doesn't say that is the way it i s 
all. A thorough knowledge of God cores through the crucible of time and testings 
It comes with the realization of what the Word of God is teaching about the Trini 
in every aspect and characteristic possible. We, too, need to obey the Word of 
regardless of the consequences • This is what Peter ire ans when he tells us that 
basis of our love for one another nrust come first by obeying the truth. So many 
people put love as the first thing, observing, "lhat's the end of everything; as 
as we're showing love, that's all God expects." Listen, the Lord doesn't expect 
that. First of all, we 're to be obedient to the truth. The rest of Scripture e 
these srure thoughts. 
The second way in which we purify our souls is by unfeigned love of the brethren 
(I Peter 1: 22) • This tenn is "philadelphia" which speaks of the love or affecti 
toward one who is a brother. lhis means that we are not only to have the "agape" 
type of love but really an affection shared in the Name of Jesus Olrist. Have y 
ever gone to another part of the coillltl)7 or world where you have suddenly fmmd 
self in the presence of a fellow believer? Ho.v easy it becones to converse with 
person. You find you have so many things in common. lhis is the re freshing '' f 
relationship" we share in the Lord. 
When we love in this fashion then we can pass on to the agape type of affection 
exhorts in the last part of the 22nd verse. This love doesn't only show itself 
someone else is giving us attention, but rather it reaches out and does that whi 
in the best interest of the person loved. It is an action of the will, not of 
emotions. It is the sane word, for example, that Paul exhorts husbands to have 
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VICTORY 
By: Dr. Charles Swindoll 
Mi.litaty Jounial at the Pentagon of the United States there appears an article 
by General Douglas MacArthur. It is entitled, "Requisites for Victory." In 
lists four things necessary for triumph. The first is that there must be 
.e, or an "esprit de corps" with a will to win. Second, there has to be strength. 
·n who fight must be healthy with adequate training to rreet the enemy. Third, 
oust be a plentiful source of supply. This is corrnnonly known as the lifeline 
encotmtero Fourth, and perhaps the most important of all, there must be a 
dge of the enemy. MacArthur even points out, "The greater the knowledge of 
enemy, the greater the potential for victory." 
the application is made to our spiritual struggle, this last point hits us the 
greatly! Paul realized it when he wrote the Corinthians, ''We are not ignorant 
·s (Satan's) schemes." The Greek word rreans, in its root form, "the mind." In 
r words, "We are not ignorant of the attack or the encroachment of the enemy upon 
minds." Unfortunately, many of us aren't aware of the traps of the enemy. One 
the ioost deceiving is that of apathy or discouragerrent. In Scripture we have a 
sic eXaJJJ>le of this in the person of the prophet Elijah. That may core as a 
d.se since so often we think of him as a byword for power, success and victory. 
caisider the time in his life recorded in I Kings 19 you get an entirely 
!rent picture. Here we see him greatly depressed. After King Ahab had told 
Jezebel all that Elijah had done, how he had killed her false prophets with 
, she was bent on his death. 
way, there are Jezebels still living today who would do the same to us! The 
thing Jezebel did was to send a messenger to Elijah (v. 2), telling him of her 
his total destruction. Her threat in today's veniacular would be, "I will 
you in the next 24 hours and slash your throat so fast you won't know it 
yw sneeze! You' 11 be just like the corpses on Carrrel. You' re finished!" 
ree reveals the fear that entered into this otheiwise brave man's heart. 
t for his life." This will always begin the dowrnard process of discourage-
For s0100 reason, God was absent from his thinking. 
lijah had escaped to Beersheba he left his servant there and went on a day's 
journey into the wildeniess by himself. Finally, he sat down lll1der a jlllli ~ 
and requested for himself that he might die. He beseeched, "Take away my 
for I am not better than my fathers." Why do you suppose Elijah would pray 
g like this? Why does God let us see His servant "in the raw" as far as his 
ughts.? His petition is nothing more than a prayer of self-pity. The start-
cmtrast is to realize that Elijah had just come from a sunnni t conference of 
.dous victory. He had so soon been completely vulnerable to the enemy. 
discovered in my life, when I get discouraged, and it does happen occasionally, 
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I realize I have begt.m. to isolate myself. Friends who could really ire an something 
me were left behind, as Elijah did with his servant. Under the jlilliper tree there se what would I detect? You hear the truth through church, radio, television and 
always a table just for one. It is so easy to get our eyes totally on our own s i printed page. You may be surroilllded by those who know the Lord. But what is the 
tion that we forget the fantastic work God is able and wants to do for us. We are ult? Is there <;tPathy? The Lord gently reminds us of His love and presence. A 
for deep problems when we begin feeling sorry for ourselves. ry insightful writer has penned, 
There's an old Greek motto that cautions, "You will break the bow if you keep it a 
ways bent." In the routine of good things there is always the danger of discourag 
ment. There needs to be relief from the constant pressure which may plague. 
In Elijah's recovery, notice what God did not do. He didn't tell him, "Write on ~ 
blackboard 50 times, 'I will not be discouraged."' This is too often the cormnon 
of response of many people to those who need help from depression. They' re simply 
putting a band-aid on your headache, as it were. The Lord didn't tell the prophet 
"Memorize the book of Exodus; notice the example of Moses, how he never got dis-
couraged!" God wasn't trying to make His servant feel worse. God encouraged Elij 
first of all by catering a meal to him (v. 5). In discouragement he may have tho 
the angel had come to kill him, in answer to his prayer. In actuality, he had co 
to minister to him physically. In this manner he is encouraged with the simple, 
practical essentials of life, na.nely, a good meal and sufficient rest. 
The angel helped Elijah very gently and kindly to analyze his situation, 
doing here?" There was no preaching or scolding, just a helpful hand of love. 
prophet traces back over his earlier victories, and then commiserates, "I alone 
left, and they seek my life, to take it away." The Lord then instructed him, "Go 
forth, and stand on the mmmtain. I want to show you something." Elijah sees the 
lightning, but God say, "I'm not there." Then there's an earthquake, but the Lord 
tells him, "I'm not there." Big massive signs in the heavens, with celestial cym-
bals crashing, but the response, "Not there." Then there was a gentle blowing 
breeze which came across the hill and the Lord told him, "Elijah, that's where I 
I'm with you in the quiet place." 
You lmow, we can be so involved in the busy things , in activities and assignments 
which all may be good and necessary, that we miss the gentle encouragement of God. 
Jim Elliot testified before his martyrdom, "I walked out to the hill just now. It 
exalting! It is delicious to stand embraced by the shadow of a friendly tree wi th 
the wind tugging at my coattail and the heavens hailing my heart. Oh, to gaze and 
glory and give myself to God anew. What more could a man ask?" When was the l ast 
time you did that? We' re so busy that we miss the best~ Some of my most spirit 
refreshing times have come when I've been able to find the stars, looking up and 
minding myself like Abraham that God is the One who flilllg them into space. And, · 
He can care for those numberless lights, how ruch He ireans to me! It's amazing h 
insignificant IIJ¥ so-called troubles become. 
After reassuring Elijah that there were 7 ,000 people who were still living for th 
Lord and His glory, God lead his servant to Elisha (v. 19). The chapter conclude 
with the explanation that Elisha ministered to Elijah. In other words, he was gi 
a friend or a ''buddy." Here was a person with a kindred spirit.. Elijah's life w 
never the sane. The Lord knew that there was something which had to be done in 
heart of Elijah which only somebody who loved him and lmew him could supply. I w 
der if you might not be an Elisha for someone in need today. Proverbs 20: 5 te l 
us that there is a plan in the heart of every person and only one of understandin 
can draw it out. The verb "draw it out" is from a noun root word which means 
"bucket o" In other words , God gives certain people a bucket built for the well o 
others' hearts, so that, when the pool gets stagnant with discouragement, and whe 
the knowledge of the enemy fades , there is someone to help. This, by the way, is 
last time we read about Eli j ah's discouragement. If I were to feel your spiritu 
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"When God wants to mold a man to play the noblest 
part; when He yearns with all of His heart to create 
so great and bold a man that all the world shall be 
amazed and watch his methods , watch his ways , hCM 
He ruthlessly perfects whom He royally elects; how 
He hammers him and hurts him, and what mighty blows 
convert him into trial shapes of clay, which only 
God rnderstands. While his tortured heart is crying 
and he lifts beseeching hands , how He bends but 
never breaks, when his good He undertakes. How He 
uses whom He chooses and with every purpose fuses 
him, by every act induces him to try his splendor 
out. Ah, God knows what He's ab out!" 
· ng Father, we praise you for your faithfulness . Thank you that you have a plan 
our lives. You're not so severe that you kick us when we're down. Lift the dis-
raged and downtrodden hearts who are caught in the grip of the jlilliper tree 
ease. In Olrist's Name. Alren. 
Dr. Swindol I is Pastor of 




By: Dr. Lloyd T • .Anderson 
the Island of Patmos, where the apostle John has been exiled for the cause of 
Christ, the Lord gives him a tremendous vis ion recorded specifically in the 
of Revelation. As the sixth seal is opened (Revelation 6 :12-17), we see the 
day of God's wrath, anger and judgment come. This is something almost beyond 
p<Mer and ability to describe. This corrnnences what prophecy knows as the Day 
Lordo It is an extended period when the Lord is going to deal directly in 
ing the entire world itself. This is, of course, after the church of Jesus 
t has been taken from the earth to be with the Lord. The day of wrath must be 
·asted with the day of grace. Though God, in every age, deals with believers by 
, the present age in which we happen to be living, the New Testairent era, is 
!JJely designed to reveal grace. Today God isn't attempting to bring di vine 
nt upon sin, al though there may be sane fonns of innnediate retribution on 
le who are evil. For the most part, during this age which began at Pentecost and 
end when the church goes home at the rapture (I Thessalonians 4:13-18), God isn't 
ling accmmts. The Lord is reaching out to all nen. Simply being a Christian 
n't nean that any of us are going to be delivered from physical or even emotional 
le. The person who trusts in Jesus Oirist as personal Savior is not only lID-
imed by God in this world, but also he has eternal life promised the moment he 
!WS. Instantly, upon his faith in Oirist, he becomes a nember of the family of 
By contrast the lIDbeliever will never see eternal life lIDless he becoires a 
tian. Otherwise, he constantly abides lIDder the wrath of God. In due time it 
be literally inflicted upon him. 
the 100dern, liberal mind is reluctant to accept the fact that God will judge 
eked, the Bible clearly teaches this to be the case. In Scripture we see God 
fowtainhead of love. At the saire time we must realize that He will deal with 
who spurn His grace. If you've never accepted Jesus Christ as personal Savior, 
Him now before it is everlastingly too late. 
awes0100 picture of the tribulation progresses, chapter seven doesn't really 
the story. Navv our attention is directed almost parenthetically to two 
groups of believers during this fateful time. The opening portion of the 
r pictures the 144 ,000 who are representative of the godly remnant of Israel. 
are living on the earth during the midst of the great tribulation. Then, the 
half of chapter seven describes a great IlRll ti tude of martyred dead in heaven 
evezy kindred, language and nation who died as a testimony to their faith. 
often want to know, "Will anyone be saved after the rapture?" The Bible clear-
·cates that a large IlRlltitude of both Jews and Gentiles will trust in the 
after the church has been caught up to be with Him. Irrnrediately afterward a 
f will be raised up in the name of Oirist through new converts. It is in-
ting to note that the presence of saved people in the world after the rapture 
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will cause puzzlement because, according to II '"!11:ssa~oni~s 2:7, the <?ne who n 
holds back sin, often identified as the Holy Spirit, is pictured as being remove 
from this world. Remenber that people were saved before the day of Pentecost. 
forget that the Holy Spirit is always omnipresent. His minis!ry in the. future "' 
be similar to that which existed before the church was established. Tins same p 
lel is seen in the fact that throughout the Old Testament Jesus Chr~s~ was prese 
the world. It wasn't His particular field of operation though He_ ministered~ 
angel of Jehovah. In due ti1:1e, a~cor~ing to the plm;. of God, Ol:ist was. born in 
Bethlehem and ministered during His life as God's unique revelation of Himself t 
Then He ascended· into heaven and at the same time told His disciples, "Lo, I am 
you always" (Matthew 28: 20). While His special earthly work ':'as completed ':'ith 
sacrifice on the cross and resurrection, He nevertheless contin:ied to work. in th 
world. Likewise, the Holy Spirit is resident in the world now JUSt as Oln:t w 
resident in the world between His birth and ascension back to God. When this p 
church age comes to an end, then the si tuati?n will return to that which w~ t 
the Holy Spirit before the day ?f Pen~ecost in ~e Old Testament e:a. He will c 
tinue to work in the world but in a different kind of way. There is every good 
reason to believe the Holy Spirit will lead people to Olrist and many will be 
during the hour of tribulation. 
One cannot help but notice as Revelation chapter seven is unfolded that there. a 
some remarkable and sudden changes introduced. It is as though we were watciung 
motion picture where the action has been ve:r :wift and te:rible •. Suddenly so~ 
thing happens to the projector and the continuity of th: pict1:1re is s~pended 
rnorrentarily. One scene remains on the screen, stopped m action. A_ giant wave 
risen to its crest and the foam is frozen motionless. The stones which were f al 
·from the lighthouse now hang suspended in mid-air. In the midst of this unusual 
scene, four rressengers suddenly appear. They lay hold upon the winds of j udgmen 
like the hold of death upon the body. 
Seeing this remarkable position we consider the interpretation of the symbols 
are used. The earth represents'Israel, the s~a.the Genti~e nation:, and the t r 
as is noted from the par ab le in Judges 9, typif 1es those in authority. In the f 
verse of chapter seven the messengers are undoubtedly angelic beings. 
this the motion picture will run a~ain and the fi~al scenes will be most . 
ter. The angels will sound forth their trumpets of Judgment and carry on their 
aph:c· work for God. Here in the seventh chapter we have an interesting parenthe-
ng11Y though it is a continuation of the tribulation description, the intensity has ~~ set aside momentarily. Having seen the first six seals opened in chapter six, 
· ght naturally look for the seventh seal to be opened as we cone to chapter seven. d~oes not open it at this point, and we will not see it again lll1til chapter eight. 
in mind that chapter six closes with the statenent, "For the great day of His e~ is corre (that is, the day of tribulation); and who shall be able to stand?" 
a l7) The answer obviously is no one can endure, so dreadful will be God's wrath. i ~n ·are seen trying to run away from the punishment, calling on the rocks and the 
mtains to protect them from it. Here in the next chapter God pauses to answer the 
ayer of His avn prophet Habakkuk, "0 Lord, revive thy work in the midst of the 
ars in the midst of the years make known; in wrath remeniJer mercy" (3: 2). The aso~ for this parenthetical passage in Revelation seven is for the purpose of show-
di vine rrercy. In thinking of this future scene, I am reminded that when God ~ed ire He didn't make this world system better. He did, however, equip me to live 
· d a s~ciety that is becoming increasingly worse • . It is a fact that the world ~t 
s worst will always see God at His best. In wrath He remembered mercy ?n the night 
the Passover in Egypt. In wrath He remenbered mercy before the flood in Noah's 
In wrath He remenbered mercy at Calvary's cross when He cast the world into dark-s~ and shook the earth because of man's sin. In that hour of Olrist's death, God 
ght have closed the books on man. But instead He had the closed books open and 
ioonbered rrercy; salvation shone through the clouds of His wrath. 
e instn.urents the Lord uses to suspend judgment are His servants, the angels. It is 
t uncoJJlllon to see angelic intervention in the affairs of man. They are God's 
isters (Hebrews 1: 7, 14). They are designated to help "those who shall be the 
irs of righteousness." Their activity is spelled out very clearly in the Bible from 
e creation of man to the ascension of Jesus Olrist. After the translation of the 
urch, they will become prominent again. Even now we have no idea to what extent God 
using angels to protect His children and to bridle the forces of evil. 
. gels always seem to appear in times of crises, often associated with judgment. We 
The four comers of the earth are very interesting. There a:e two possible. me nember when the angel smote that wicked group in the cities of Sodom and Gomorrah, 
here. One may include the uttermost parts of the earth, or it may be :estr~cted livering Lot frorri the condemned city (Genesis 19). Revelation seven is a chapter 
to that portion which is in view in the prophecy. It. could be a lo~allzed JUd ioorcy right in the midst of jud~nt. The angels are connnanded to hold back the 
covering either Pales tine or the land that is the revived Roman. Emp: re· As a ge winds of the earth, halting the process of judgment lll1til God has accomplished 
rule in this last book of the Bible, judgment scenes don~ t ord:nar:ly cover the definite purpose. The great tribulation period is about to break on the earth with whol~ of the globe. Rather, the scope involves that port:on ':'h~ch is. under the e opening of the seventh seal. The fifth angel ascending from the East, which is 
of the Antichrist. Beyond these dominions another power is. rising .whi::11 event~ e ~lace of the sun rising, restrains the four from proceeding with judgment. The 
will come in sharp conflict with the forces of the man of sin. This will culnu enmg of the first six seals are only the beginning of sorrows (Matthew 24:8; 
during the battle of Annageddon. k 13: 8). The angels are told not to hurt the earth or the sea or the trees until 
, . . . e servants of God have been sealed in their foreheads (Revelation 7: 3) • In many places in the Bible the wind is used as a synbol for Go~ s divin: JUdgme 
The fact that there are four winds indicates here the j1:1dgment ~s very widesp::e . th: first four verses of chapter seven we learn of the 144 ,000 who will be sealed. 
This was prophesied in Jeremiah 49 :36, "And upon Elam will ~ brin~ the four wm is l~ one of the symbolical numbers of the Bible. It is a numerical group about 
from the four quarters of heaven." In II Samuel th~ same fl~ure is used (22: 11) o~e :dentification there has been considerable argument. Many Bible teachers say 
clearly indicative of the judgments of God. A marginal reading, for example, fo is 11T{lossible to know who these thousands are. They don't even try to identify 
Zechariah 6:1-5 speaks of the chariots that come out from the presence of the 1 em, hut simply dismiss the matter. The sect known by the dubious title of 
In verse five they are said to be the fc:>ur spirits of the heavens. The Hebrew ovah's Witnesses say these 144,000 pertain to their particular group. They . 
is that which is usually the term for wmd. oneously delcare that they are the great overcomers, with each one. of them trying 
works to be of that select number. This is why you see them standing on the So there is a clear suspension of judgment which is shown in Revelation seven. 
Lo;d clearly states, however, that this is only un~il God': elect (tha~ is, Is r 
shall have been marked. This is to preserve them in the oodst of the Judgment . 
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e~ comers, knocking at doors from house to house. What a tragedy is such fe;ilse 
ach7ng, when all a person needs to do right now is open his heart to Jesus Christ 
faith. Hav the devil loves to blind men's eyes. You wonder why such groups 
st when the Bible is s o clear and plain on all that we need to do to be saved. 
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It is just simply accepting Jesus Christ as personal Savior. There are also oth 
who foolishly identify this group of 144,000 as the true church. To those who h 
this view, Israel equals the church. The argwnent to refute this is the fact th 
the church, under the name of the redeemed elders, has already been raptured up 
heaven in chapter four. There they are crowned, robed and enthroned. 
What is wrong with tmderstanding Scripture just as it is worded? "I heard the n 
of them which were sealed; and there were sealed an htmdred and forty-four tho 
of all the tribes of the children of Israel." It doesn't say church, it doesn' t 
this group or that religious sect, it tells us definitely that these are Jews. 
us accept the text as meaning just exactly what the Holy Spirit says. Some will 
''Where are those tribes today?" Of course, the Hebrew people are everywhere. N 
York has a large Jewish population, and so does Los Angeles. In fact, there are 
Jews in the United States than there are in all of Israel. If you would ask an 
Israelite today to what tribe he belongs, he wouldn't know. But God knows! All 
through those genealogical tables, the line of the male of the family was follow 
1he tribes were kept distinct as long as their records were kept. When the reco 
were destroyed and the nation was dispersed, the people becane known as the "los 
tribes." My friend, they are not lost to God. He knows exactly to what tribe e 
belongs. 
The word "twelve" in the Bible, with reference to the people of the Lord, always 
fers to the nation of Israel. There were 12 tribes. In Matthew 19:28, the Lor d 
that the 12 apostles will sit on 12 thrones, judging the 12 tribes of Israel. 
high priest in the Old Testament had a breastplate on which were 12 precious st 
representing the 12 tribes of Israel. On the table of showbread, in the wonder 
zg: 29). The sin of Dan is recorded in Leviti~us 24=11; Judges.18:1, 2 and 
\ . and in I Kings 12 :28. In the hour of the tribulation there will be no room ~ d~latry. In the place of Dan, one of Joseph's sons , Manasseh, is given the ili_n as head of the tribe. According. to rabbinic tradi ~ion~ the t~ibe o~ Dan 
begidentified with Satan's work carried out by the .Antichrist during this awful 
of the war ld' s history. 
e coire to this portion we realize again that the seal belo~gs to the living_ God. 
is a phrase in which the Lord'~ ~ollowers have always. delighted. Our God is n?t 
ated being, but the eternal, h ving Creator of all things. Man could no~ fashion 
He fashioned man. Isaiah gives to us the picture of the heathen ~.making a 
(Isaiah 44 :9-17). Elijah on Mount Cannel proved the power of the living God 
e the false prophets of Baal received no response from theirs (I Kings 18). Only 
e living God will His followers find strength in conflicts with their enemies. 
in the living God can a thirsty soul find satisfaction and refreshment. Hosea 
ds Israe l that only by the nercy of the Lord did they ever become the children 
e living God (Hosea 1:10). 
e 144 000 Jewish people are sealed with the seal of the living God. This is the 
of the Lord's divine possession, protection and preservation. The seal of . 
em kings was stamped in a signet ring, worn by the one in a place of aut~on ty. 
as used to identify personal property as well as to preserve and protect it. 
speaks about the Holy Spirit as being the seal for the born- again believer. We 
thus marked out as God's property (Ephesians 1:13). Believers in this age of 
are sealed until the day of their resurrection to heaven (I Thessalonians 4:13-
holy place of the tabernacle and also the temple, were 12 consecrated loaves of pture teaches us that there will be souls saved during the tribulation, even after 
bread, representing the 12 tribes of Israel. In the great city, the New Jerus al church has been removed (7:8). The first contingent will be Jewish people. There 
there are 12 gates, and on each of the gates is written the name of one of the 1 lso another great multitude who are Gentiles according to verse. nine. They are 
tribes of Israel. There are 12 gates in the city of God representing the 12 t r i up of all nations, kindreds, peoples and tongues. God's plan is namely to the 
All through the Bible, from beginning to end, that number "twelve" refers to the first (Romans 1:16) and then to the Gentile. This is exactly the order found in 
people of Israel. The Lord is not yet finished with the Jewish people. The vis· lation seven. This is following the program of Romans 1: 16. furing this time of 
pledge of this fact can be found on every page of history and in every newspaper. ile salvation the church has already been with the Lord. Believers are now sitt-
Inside of the Jewish tmiversal heart is that presentiment that God has sore grea arotmd the throne (Revelation 4:4). These listed here in the seventh chapter are 
and better things for them. All the ravages of the centuries, the concentration din before the throne and before the Lamb. Their number is beyond collllting. 
camps, the gas chambers, all of the adversaries of all the generations of time exact total is known only to God (II Timothy 2: 19). These are Gentile converts 
of the waste and persecution, have never yet been able to destroy their hope. have been won to the Messiah during the Tribulation as the result of Israel's 
sad to see so much antagonism toward God's chosen people. We must never forget , oration and the preaching of the 144,000 evangelistic Jews. The prophet Isaiah 
though many people do, that the prophets were all Jews, our Lord was a Jew, the e of them (49:10-12; 60:1-3). To be pennitted to stand before God's throne as 
apostles, all of them, were Jews. It was the apostle Paul who said, "For I coul redeemed ones is an honor which is not to be despised, even though these people 
that myself were accursed from Christ," that is, damned and condeJTllled from Chris saved out of the tribulation and never will be a part of the body of Christ, the 
forever, "for my brethren," the Jewish people, my re la ti ves according to the fle Testament Church. 
"Blindness in part has happened to Israel until the fullness of the Gentiles be 
in." There is a coming day when the scales will drop from Israel's eyes. Then fascinating to consider the temporary restraint even in the midst of judgment 
God send them the Redeene r, the One who has already come , whom they did not rece · elation 7 : 3) • Christ is always di rec ting all of the activity; nothing moves in 
when He was nailed to the cross. But He's coming again, and He will tum sin, world, in heaven or llllder the earth without His permission. The servants of God 
belief and blasphemy away from Israel. God will keep His covenant made with Jae sealed in their foreheads. This is quite different from the way the Antichrist 
all the patriarchs of the Old Testament. He never goes back on His promises! seal his followers later on. He will cause them to receive a mark in their 
The sealed reillllant of 144,000 Jews, not having had the Gospel explained to them 
fore, will turn to Christ during the hour of tribulation. They will inherit the 
Kingdom lIDder the rule of Jesus Christ shortly after they have been sealed. 
t hand or in their forehead (Revelation 13:16). This will allow the followers of 
Antichrist to buy and sell; otheIWise, they would starve without money. Revela-
seven doesn't tell us what the seal really is but it emphasizes the fact of the 
Spirit's ministry. Those involved are the Israelites who receive Christ as their 
anal_ Savior after the tribulation hour begins. (Had they been saved before the 
It is interesting to notice that the tribe of Dan is not listed in the seventh ulat1on, during the age of the church, they would have been part of the body of 
The omission of his narre need not create a serious problem for Bible students. 1 st and would have been caught away at the rapture.) These converted Jews very 
left out because, as a tribe, Dan was guilty of idolatry. God had warned His pe ly heard the preaching of the Gospel from the two witnesses of Revelation ll. 
that those involved in idolatIY would be separated from the rest of the tribes 
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(We will come to this later in our study.) The salv~tion ?f those inv?lved will . of the· seed before the translation of the church bears fruit after the home-
place during the first half of the seven years of tribulation. Many will turn t o . mg takes place. It is never in vain to disseminate the Word of God (Isaiah SS: 11). 
Christ as the result of the preaching of these witnesses. The people naturally t mg are also the two witnesses of Revelation 11 who will minister during the first 
against the Antichrist' who h~ sign.ed 0e C?Venant of p~otection wi0 Israel er f the tribulation. They will be used of God to point many to the Savi?r ~ (D~i~l ·g ~ · 27). Because o~ this, the An~ichnst breaks his covenant with Israel, al 0 inStrummts of divine intervention. Scripture does not indicate that it is 
bringing intense persecution on the nation at that hour. ible for Christ to rapture the church before all the world has heard the 
. . . . • 
0~~. It is not true that every nation must hear the Gospel. . S1:1ch is based on a 
Those who are saved during the tribulation are referred to as saints (Rev: 13. 7, lty interpretation of such passages as Matthew 24:14. Here 1t 1s "the Gospel of 
Do not confuse these with church ~ain~s during this ag7 o~ grace. _The Bride of a~ Kingdom" not "the Gospel of God's Grace." There is a great deal of diffe~nce 
has already been taken home by this time: These. are disti1:1ctly :aints from the n b seen. The Gospel of the Kingdom is what John the Baptist came to proclaim. 
of Israel and saints from among the Gentiles during the tribulation. Doubtless. 0 ~ 11 again be preached during the great tribulation, pointing to.vard Christ's 
will be more Israelites saved at that time than just 144 ,000. These are "the fi rs \~~rmial reign. Chapters 24 and 25 of Matthew deal with the events thi: time: 
fruits unto God and lillto the Lamb." e earth's inhabitants in this coming hour are urged to find themselves in a right 
lationship with the Messiah, Jesus Christ, by faith . Though the church has the 
The number of Israel~tes se~ed is very specific. The Word _ of God tells_us there rnmandment to preach the Gospel to all the world, the fulfillment of i~ does not 
12 ,000 from every tribe. This number. should not be allegorized or explained away cide when the church is going to be raptured at all. Mattl_iew 24: 14 will be. fu~ -
sane people try to. do. TJ:.e twelve tribes ?f Israel are th~ descendants of the. tw illed when Christ returns to the earth at t~e end of the tnbulati?n, establish~ng 
sons of Jacob. TI_iis sea~in~ fro1!1 every tribe refutes th~ i~ea that. the ten tribes is rule of 1000 years over this world. nu:ing the severe persecutirn: of the trib-
are now lost. VVhile their identity may be lost to men, it is certainly not lost ation there will be the world-wide preaching of the Gospel of the Kingdom, not the 
God. This shows the error in the teaching of the Anglo-Saxon cult. spel of Grace. Although there will ~e IID..Iltitudes ~ho will not rep7nt, there will 
lso be nnltitudes who will. Persecution does not hinder the preaching of the . The great tribulation refers pa~ticularly to the last ~alf of the ~even years of 
trouble and turmoil. No doubt it comes after the opening of the sixth seal 
(Revelation 6:12-17). While the tribulation period is without any question seven 
spel; instead, it always intensifies it. We can see this fact, for example, 1n the 
ook of Acts. 
years in length, it is the last three and a half years of that time when. most of e Gospel will further be preached during the Tribulation by the two witnesses of 
suffering occurs. This occupies most of the rest of the ~ook of Reve~ation. The velation ll. They will proclaim the truth lilltil they are martyred. The 144,000 
innumerable hosts in the last part of ch.apter seven are simply a preview of what ealed Jews will seek to make the Gospel of the Kingdom lmown to other people, just 
take place during th~ last h~lf of the tribulation. Sii:ice the great mu~titude i s we do today regarding the Gospel of the grace of_ God •. Most of those saved dur-
saved out of all nations, this. second group would also inc~ude some Jewish i:eople g the tribulation will be martyred because of_ their_ faith i1:1 °!rist. rpiere will 
cause they cone out of all nations as well. Thus, there will be more than Just . lso be many who will live to the end of the tribulation. This is what 1s meant by 
144 000 saved from the nation of Israel. Remember, there are some other :heep wh atthew 24:13 "But he that shall endure lillto the end, the sa.ire shall be saved." 
the' Lord said referred to those who are Gentiles as we~l as Jews· ~ey will comp e is saved to be a part of the millennial rule of Christ. The word "saved" in this 
the greater part of this lillila.ired, yet innumerable multitude (Revelation 7:9ff) • assage used in reference to Israel during the tribulation, doesn't mean spiritual 
Martyrs in Revelation 7: 14 are those who come out of great trib1;1lation. Notice alvati~n but rather physical preservation. At the end of the tribulation, Jesus will 
contrast between the church and the martyrs. The church, to which you and I bel turn to the earth to judge the Gentile nations. He will separate believers from 
if we are saved today, from Pentecost lilltil the rapture takes place, are kept ?ut believers (Matthew 25:32). Believers will inherit the Kingdom (Matthew 25:34). 
the tribulation (3:10); the martyrs on the other hand come out of 0e great trib elievers will be destroyed f rom the earth (Matthew 25 :41.). 
tion (7:14). The church, which is represented by the 24 elders, sits around the 
throne (4:4); these martyrs stand before the throne (7:9). The church saints we 
crowns ( 4: 4) ; these martyrs are not said to be crowned at all. The marked contr 
in these and other areas is vezy significant to consider. 
is great nultitude in Revelation seven, which no man could number, will serve God 
and night in His temple (Revelation 9 :9, 15). It is also promised to them that 
they shall hlillger no more, neither thirst anymore, neither shall the sun light on 
em, nor any heat" (7:16, 17). HCM wonderful it is to realize that these martyrs 
re going to be fed by God. They will be led to living -fountains of water and the 
ord will wipe away all tears from their eyes. Truly, it will be worth it all when 
ey see Jesus. This is also true for us who live during this present age of grace. 
gardless of the way we may be called upon to suffer for Oirist, it will all be 
orthwhile when we see Him face to face. 
In chapter seven of Revelation we might typify the passage as . "the lull in th~ st 
Here there are a certain two companies of people set to one side by the Lord in 
midst of the tribulation's devastation. There are actually three groups of belie 
mentioned in Revelation who will be saved during this time. First, there is the 
remnant saved and martyred during the first half of the tribulation (Rev. 6 :~-11) 
Then, there are the 144,000 Jewish evangelists who are sealed by God for ~heir p 
tection (7:4-8). This group will be physically preserved and enter the Kingd?m ile we may not lillderstand every jot and tittle of the book of Revelation, we can be 
when Christ comes to reign at the millennium. Third, there is the great multitu ~ful to God for t he divine revelati on it provides for the future. We earnestly 
which no man could mmber who are saved during the l ast three and a half years of eh~ve that we are getting ever closer to the time of the fulfillment of these 
the tribulation (7 :9-14). The first and the last group are referred to again i n zing prophecies . The r eality and awesomeness of the opening o~ the seventh. seal 
Revelation 20 :4. The second group is mentioned again in the first verse of chap aused all the hCl~ ts of heaven to pause in great silence (Revel~t1on 8:1). TI;1s 
. . h°1:1ld also cause us to gi ve serious consideration to how God will pour out His wrath 
There are various means by which these three different groups during the. Tnbul~t &amst sin after the church has been taken out of the world. 
have received a sufficient lmowledge of the Gospel so that they can receive Chris 
Savior. Many will have heard the Gospel before the church is raptured away from e opening of the seventh seal produces the seven trumpets, which announce the 
earth. Likely some will come to their spiritual senses and accept the Lord. The evere judgments during the las t t hree and a half years of the great tribulation. 
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You remember as Revelation six cores to an end, all mankind (vs. 15, 16) seeks 
hide in the ;ocks and mmmtains from the wrath of Almighty God upon the earth. 
perfectly sure that these judgments are not a repetition of what has already ~one 
fore. They now become progressive in their intensity. The trumpets do not si1!1Pl 
follow the seventh seal, but rather core out of the seventh seal as a part of lt, 
This is also true of the bowls of wrath, which later come out of the seven t rump 
There is no overlapping but in essence a progression in the intensity of the j u 
ments. The seventh seai actually sets the pattern for the remainder of the stu 
the book through chapter 19. While the devil can only function as God allows, y 
the Lord has granted Satan power over certain natural forces wi~h a~most unrest: 
liberty. We can see his authority in this area through an :xannnation of the fa 
two chapters of Job. The devil accused the Lord of protectln~ Job so that he co 
not help but be faithful to Him. Satan wanted to take away his goods and all th. 
he a.vned so that in discouragement he would curse God. The Lord all?wed.the de 
to do whatever he desired as far as Job's property was concerned. His life, how 
ever, was to be spared. The purpose of Satan failed for Job did i:iot sin? "nor 
he charge God foolishly." Even though his physical body was affli~ted with agon 
sores, Job remained true. This teaches us that the ~ord may sometimes not only 
the devil the power to take away our earthly possessions, but also to touch the 
liever' s physical body. 
to annotIDce judgrnent which is to come. 
were used for various purposes in the nation of Israel. In Numbers 10:1-10 ~ructions of the Lord are recorded as to how Moses was to use them. They were 
be blown in the time of war (Nt.nnbers 10 :9) • They were also to be blown over ~t offerings, the sacrifices and the peace offerings (Numbers 10: 10) = When 
sent his 300 men into battle he gave each one of them a trumpet and instructed 
their use (Judges 7:17, 18). All of this gives us the backgrmmd to the 
ts in Revelation 8. 
ld also recall another trumpet refe!Yed t? in the New T~strurent. This, of. . 
is the trumpet of God. It is rentioned in I Thessalonians 4:13-18, describing 
~church, the Bride of Ouist, will be taken away from_ the earth before th: hour 
bulation befalls this world scene. This same trumpet is also referred to. in 
thians 15: 51, 52. What a glorious hour that will be for every believer in 
uing his description of the heavenly scene, John points out, "~d another_ angel 
d stood at the altar, having a golden censer; and there was given tmto him 
cense that he should offer it with the prayers of all saints upon the golden 
which ~as before the throne." This is obviously an angel of authority. Some 
Here in Revelation 8 the devil's activity gains certain freedom through divine have interpreted it to refer to Jesus Oirist Himself. While in the Old Testa-
allowance. As there is silence in heaven, those surveying the scene. receive the ur Savior is often referred to as "the Angel of the Lord," yet here in 
panoramic vista of what is coming in judgment. A half hou!'s pause is of deep tian g the Lord is now on His throne, holding the seven-sealed book. So the 
reaningful suspense. There is a hush before the storm begins t? break out upon angel of Revelation 8: 2- 5 may very likely ?e the angel. Gabriel. ~atever. his 
earth. This marks the transition from the _grace of G?d to the Judgment of God. ty he is definitely acting in behalf of Oinst. I was interested in the little 
Lord has no pleasure in the death of the wicked (Ezekiel 18: 32) , but ~e has 1:1° o hi verse four "the smoke of the incense." I believe this is a reference to 
alternative for those who deliberately continue to rebel. You see, silence is o rthiness of th~ Lord Jesus Christ. It is His sweet savour which gives power to 
more eloquent than. noise. . No. r:spons: could more c:idequately dec~are the terro: rayers of all believers. Ephes~ai:s 5: 2 tells us of the Savio~ who has given 
lies ahead than this awe-inspiring qmetude. Mankind has been given the 0PP?: 1f for us an offering or a sacrifice to God for a sweet-smelling savour. 
ttmi ty to tum to God. Revelation 7 refers to those who take. advantage of tnis 
privilege, even in the midst of tribulation afte: the. church is gone. Unfortlll1a apter eight we see seven angels who are standing_waiting the sunnnon~ and ?rders 
mankind in general hasn't turned to the Lor~. Li~e. King. Phara?h of old, when th to send judgment upon the earth. During the first half of the t!ibulation 
pressure is off, man's willful heart turns its origii:al intention to blasphemous were martyrs pictured tmder the altar cl)'ing to God to avenge their blood on 
duct. Modern science today can explain almost anything. Thus, many pe?ple fe el who dwell on the earth (Revelation 6 :9-11) 0 Their prayers do not go unanswered. 
they don't need to tum to the Lord. How tragic to realize that they will so?n re told to wait (Revelation 6: 11) • The tire has now come for judgment proceed-
themselves in the midst of the great judgments of the Lord. If heaven gasps rn om the throne of the Almighty. This will be felt upon all those who have re-
horror at the prospects of such judgment to come, how ~ch more should mei: nm h Jesus Olrist as personal Savior, as well as having persecuted and martyred the 
long into the heart of God finding Jesus Oiris~ as their own 12ersonal Savior .. 
you ever made peace with God through Jesus Oinst as your Savior? Are you. gorng 
wait until these awesome days come, after the church has gone home to be with t. e five we have mention of "fire from the altar." This compares to the 
Lord before you make any kind of an eternal decision? While the day of salva~i altar in the Old Testament on which sacrifices were made by the priests. This 
is still open and God's grace is still extended in Christ toward you, accept Him _ation, of course, looked ahead to the time when Jesus Christ would be the :eal 
into your heart and life by faith. al sacrifice for man's sin. It reminds us of the cross where the Lord paid 
l~ penalty for our iniquities. The sane altar that brought ~alva~ion now 
In Revelation 8: 2 John tells us, "And I saw the seven angels who stood before G Judgment on wicked men during the tribulation. The word "fire" is frequently 
and to them were given seven tYWTipets ." This is a very beautiful stc:itement. It roughout the Bible in reference to the subject of judgment. In the Old Testa-
emphasizes that Christ is in absolute and <:=omplete charge of :~ryth~ng that t ~udgment was symbolically placed on the animals that were offered, foreshc:idawing 
place during the tribulation. These angelic servants are awaiting H~s orde:s · ~when all the sins of mankind would be imputed and placed upon the Savior at 
an example they should be to us today. We are His creatures,. made. with a will oss. At Calvary judgment was poured out on Christ. Hanging on the cross with 
obey or to disobey. We need to stand in His presence ~? receive ~is orders, ha upon Him, the heavenly Father could not look upon His Son, and brought dark-
hearts ready to do His will. In the Old Testament, EhJah emphasized, when he . ~e earth for three hours (Matthew 27:45). The only begotten became the 
fronted Ahab, that he was a servant of God. This should be our exact posture . ation, or the satisfaction for our sins before the face of God, and not for 
ly but also for the sins of the whole world. Remember, it is a fearful thing 
1 into the hands of the livi ng God. "For our God is a consuming fire" Trumpets, as they are mentioned here,. have a. very sp~cial purpose. We normall~ 
think of them in connection with playing music. Their purpose, however, espec1 
during the Middle Ages , was to announce important coming even ts . In Re:r. 10 : 7. 
s ee that the trumpets of this last book are not for the purpose of playing mus ic 
32 
s 12: 29). 
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Because the people on the earth during the tribulation reject the death of Ol.ris 
the judgrent of their sins, they themselves IIRlSt bear God's judgmeI_lt for theirs 
This is not a beautiful picture at all. The Word of God declares it and the Wo 
God is true. After the special angel in Revelation 8 is seen hurling the fire-
filled censer to the earth, the apostle John points out, "There were voices, and 
thunderclaps, and lightnings, and an earthquake." TI:llllde:ings are symbolical 
ments of a coming stonn. Normally thllllder follows lightning because sound trave 
slower than light. The order is reversed here in Revelation. Thunderings of th 
approaching storm are heard before God's lightning strikes in the fuzy of His j 
ment upon the earth. 
The apostle John also says that there were voices. These reveal God's intellige 
direction in the affairs at this time. What takes place won't be the result of 
poseless working of the natural forces ?n the universe. Toda~ peo~le talk about 
nature and science almost to the exclusion of God. The Lord is going to dernonst 
clearly that He is above nature and science as the Master of both. It is what 
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does that really collllts. The added earthquakes give the earth's response to the "Is it Biblical to have women serve as deacons in the church? Are there any 
severe pressure placed upon it by the wrath of God. riptural references you could give?" 
I have not been called to minimize the truth o~ God. :My hec:irt's desir~ in th~se There is a clear statement in I Timothy 2:8-13 which deals extensively with a 
studies is to show you the truth jus~ as the Bible teaches it •. There is .no~1ng 's place in the church. Women are peculiarly and particu~arly set a~ar~ by God 
bright or pretty ahead for the unbeliever. All he can expect is the .Ant~chnst what we believe is a high and holy calling. One of the main aspects 1s in the 
Armageddon~ If you' re an unbeliever, don't put off aJ?-Y longer the reception of ringing of a child and of the future generation. For a woman to come down to the 
Christ into your heart. Simply pray, "Lord, ~ 'm a sinner~ and now I accept _You, er level of man's responsibility is not sensible nor is it Scriptural. The 
Jesus Christ, into my heart. Forgive me my sins." In this way, you, my friend, cl.fie work of a deacon is carefully delineated in I Timothy 3:1-5. Here the state-
will become a Ol.ristian. This is what it's all about. This ~s why we preach nt is that the individual IIRlSt be "the husband of one wife." Even though this is 
teach, that you might be reached with the Gospel of Jesus Oinst and accept the inted out there may be instances where it may be up to the women to take charge of 
as your Savior. Then, having done t~at, you will be a member of. the Body of Ch e govern~g of a church. This may be due to a woeful lack of manpower in that 
which is the true church. As the Bride, one of these days, ai:d it.may.be sooner rticular assembly. This is certainly an exception to the rule. Shame on those 
we think, we will go home to be with the Lord, and we who believe in Hirn shall lified nen who refuse to accept Scriptural responsibilities. 
together forever with the Lord. 
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"I tried to explain to my son, who is a rredical student, thc:it Satan tried to keep 
rist from going to the cross. He then asked, 'Why does the Bible state that the 
vil entered into Judas after receiving the morsel? This ultimately led to the 
ss. ' I couldn't answer him. Can you help me?" 
S0100times improper or incorrect inferences are drawn which don't necessarily 
11~ to correct conclusions. It is most definitely true and Biblical that Satan 
· ed to keep 01.rist from going to the cross. At the tenp~ation o~ our S~vior, re-
rded in the fourth chapters of both Matthew and Luke, this was his precise goal. 
e Lord had the eternal rule as God the Son from all etemi ty. But the devil 
ted to give Him all of the earthly kingdoms if He would bow down before him. He 
~ not succumb, but turned the tempter back by Scripture. Th~ Lor~, of course, re-
ived all these by virtue of Calvary. The devil proposed a diabolical shortcut, 
t Christ thrust it from him. He knew it wasn't the will of His Father. 
tan also tried to keep Christ from the cross at Gethsemane (Luke 22:39-44). We 
am. from this passage that Messiah was in agony and yet He prayed
11
more ~arnest~y: ~ Bible tells us that He sweat as it were, "great drops of blood. ~dical opinion 
~ts out that this was definitely a step along the way of the vezy hfe of our Lord 
ing taken out of Him. It is the general consensus of students of the Word 0at . 
tan was ~ttempting to keep our Lord from going to the cross. He wante~ to kill HlID 
fore Chnst actually got to God's appointed method. Renember, Jesus rightly cle-
ared, "And I, if I be lifted up, will draw all men unto me." 
to the partaking by Judas of that morsel, this was a part of the passover cele-
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bration_(J?hn 13:2lff). Jesus gav~ the token o:: sop, not ~o make Ju~as betray H· "nite min~ ?f God? ~11 we can do is ac~ept by faith that which the Lord has re-
but to indicate the one who was going to sell Him for 30 pieces of sil:rer: O~ co ed, rejoicing therem. We are responsible to choose the way our soul should go. 
the giving of the morsel didn't lead to the cross. Judas already had it in ffilnd 
betray our Lord. The arrangements were made. He never trusted Christ. This was 
the occasion. Keep in mind that Satan is not omniscient. This was one place al 
the route to Calvary where Satan was entirely out of the picture. It was now i n 
devilish heart of Judas to betray Him and to give Him finally over to the Roman 
government. 
Q. ":My pastor calls for the church nembers to come to the altar and pray every 
day morning before the sermon. I thought the altar call was for sinners. What 
you think about this?" 
A. We would not want to enter into any controversy with Bible-believing, Gospel -
preaching pastors who may have desires about the responsibilities of the people · 
their congregations. 'Ihe altar call is primarily given for sinners, ~!though i t 
also used for rededication and church irembership. From God's standp01nt, a pers 
can certainly enter a pew, take his seat in the church auditorium, bow his head , 
there prepare his mind and heart for the service. This can be just as effective 
going down to the altar in the Lord's view. Certainly there should be a demons t 
of one's eaTilest desire to ask the Lord's blessing on the service, the pastor's 
message and those who listen. Going foIWard must not be ostentatious, for a show 
rather result from a heart filled with love and devotion. It should also be poi 
out that sinners don't have to cone to the al tar to be saved. This again is j us t 
outward demonstration of the fact that they are accepting Jesus Christ as Savior, 
Q. ''What does it rrean to deny the blood of Ouist?" 
A. We don't find those exact words in Scripture but the l.Il1derlying truth is cer 
evidenced. You might consider Hebrews 10:28, 29. The sacred writer of this ma 
epistle is speaking of willful sinning. He warns against trodding under f~ot t he 
of God looking with disdain on the blood of the covenant. It means to reJect 
power :ind relevance of Christ's atonerrent. Such is a vezy serious thing and sho 
not be looked at lightly. We find a similar waTiling in II Peter 2: 1. False pr 
and teachers can be measured by their denial of the Lord who bought them by His 
blood at Calvary. This is the same as declaring that His atonement has no powe 
efficacy. This is nothing more than a lie of the devil. 
Q. "When I accepted Jesus Christ as my Savior, I knew it was my choice. Of cou 
God knew in advance what decision I would make. Also, I believe Jacob and his 
were wrong in how they deceived Esau, but our God sees into the future and knew 
a great man Jacob would tum out to be. Why does the Lord allow such things t o 
happen?'' 
A. This revolves arol.Il1d the great folildational question as to the foreknowledge 
predestination of God as contrasted to the free will of man. Your observations 
all been correct and in accordance to Biblical truth. Although Jacob turned out 
be used greatly, yet in his own testimony at the end of his li~e h~ could only 
observe "Few and evil have been the days of the years of my life.' You see, G 
used Ja~ob in spite of himself. He was punished for the sins he had committed~ 
John's Gospel account we see both the concept of the foreknowledge and predestin 
of God coupled with the free will of man. "All that the Father giveth me shall 
to ne" (John 6 :37). God has everything to do with the new birth and with those 
are to be saved. We also read, "Him that cometh unto ire I will in no wise cas~ 
The implication is certainly there that we have the choice or the power to dec1 
our own destiny. (The sarre thing can be observed in verses 39 and 40 .) 'Ihe que 
of the Lord's infinite knowledge, will and wisdom is absolutely true. God is to 
sovereign. But in His sovereignty He has chosen to give man a free will. Both 
aspects are correct. How can we, with our finite minds, hope to lilderstand the 
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''Will you exp~ain tl_ie passage in Matthew 19 :24-26, where we read, 'And again I 
unto you, It i: easier f<:ff a camel to go through the eye of a needle, than for a 
man to enter into "!=he kingdom of God. When His disciples heard it, they were 
edingly ~azed, sa~in~, ~o, tJ:en, can be. saved? But Jesus beheld them, and said 
them, With nen this is impossible, but with God all things are possible.'" 
The Bible sorretimes uses expressions which are meant to point up a tremendous 
• In these cases mo:e. tJ:an just ?rdinary emphasis is given. Sometimes pointing 
particular truth by Joining opposites can take on further rreaning. For instance, 
one might say, "After he spoke there was 'thlillderous silence."' This paradox 
ts up the strength of the statement by way of contrast. This is a figure of 
ch, for no one can m~e a camel go through the eye of a needle. It is absolutely 
sib le. The only tlnng that can go through the eye of a needle is a piece of 
ad. So when the disciples heard that, they were amazed and said, "Who then can 
aved?" Jesus pointed out, ''With rren this is impossible, but with God all things 
possible." Here Christ uses a strong figure showing how many temptations there 
including the deceitfulness of riches, which keep men from allowing the sa.vn 
to take root in their lives. Remerrber, the illustration points up the diffi-
not the impossibility, of a rich man's salvation. 
"Can the Antichrist accept Jesus as Lord and Savior?" 
The Antichrist is a man who is also a sinner. He is literally indwelt by Satan. 
s empo.vered and directed by Satan during the tirre of the Tribulation. It is 
ible that he could be living today. If we are near enough to the end time which 
~lieve we are, then he could be sorrewhere, but not yet fully revealed in the scope 
is p<:Mero Yes, he could accept Jesus Christ as Savior. We read in Scripture 
t those who have so thoroughly, exclusively, and finally denied the Lord that 
gives them up." A better translation might be that the Lord knows they will no 
r accept Jesus Christ (Romans 1:24-28). The Antichrist actually comes to the 
t where God knows he will never tum back and repent. In that sense he cannot 
t Jesus Christ because he will not confess his need of the Lord as his Savior 
in His infinite wisdom, knows that to be the case. • 
"Will you explain I Corinthians 15: 29, 'Else what shall they do which are baptized 
the dead, if the dead rise not at all? Why are they then baptized for the dead?" 
It is interesting to note that there are about 40 different interpretations for 
verse. Clear~y, sorrebody must be wrong~ First of all, it can't mean that one 
gdecan be physi~ally baptized for and on behalf of another individual who is al-
ad. There is no salvation by proxy. Keep in mind that the Bible doesn't 
t us chanywhere that a person can be saved by being baptized. There are also those 
ea that there was in Corinth an actual pagan custom relating to this. Un-
• a~ely, there is~'t enough hist?rica~ information to make a positive determina-
e carmo~ be wise above what is wn tten. A vezy popular view argues: "If there 
. ze~surre~tion, of what value ~s it for. sorrebody ~o trust Christ and then be 
ave to fill up the :anks, as it were, in the regiment left vacant by believers 
for£ ~one on to b~ wi th the Lord?" In other words, why place life in jeopardy 
. eit the benefits of the world if there's going to be no life after death? 
'ffi-e a day of re?<o:iing, there is a life after this life, there is something . 
stl grave. This is a very beautiful and a very strong argwnent on the part of 
bapt: Paul. It has nothing to do with salvation by baptism either for the one 
such 1~~ for hi1Tl5elf or f or someone else. We lilderscore the truth that there 
ing as salvati on by haptism, proxy or otheIWise. 
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Q. "If a person has had the opportunity to accept Jesus as his Savior but has re .. 
fused, will he have the opportllllity to be saved during the tribulation if he doesn 
take the mark of the beast?'' 
A. A familiar quotation would remind us, ''Where there's life there's hope." A pe 
son can be saved anytime during his lifetime before he dies. Should he die a si 
however, he is not given another chance of accepting Jesus Christ as Savior. We 
have many opportllllities given to us in this life. We believe there could vezy 
possibly be people living today who will go into the tribulation period. Many of 
these will accept the rule of the Antichrist, taking the mark of the beast 
(Revelation 13) on the back of their hand or upon their forehead. They will be 
totally subject to the .Antichrist and all of his emissaries. But there will also 
people Ii ving on the earth when the Lord cones who know and have heard the Gospel 
who have put off making a decision. They may go along with people in the church 
they are not saved. When the church is caught up they may realize at that moment 
truth of the Gospe 1 and be caused to tum to the Savior. This will be during the 
tribulation. It will cost them their lives but they realize this is certainly s 
paynent in return for a glorious life in etemi ty (Revelation 6: 9-11) • These tri 
tion martyred saints czy out that their blood might be avenged. They are told t o 
rest a little while lllltil the others come who will similarly be killed. These an 
the ones who, in the tribulation period, detennine to follow and accept Christ as 
their Savior even though it will make them martyrs for His sake. 
Q. "Will you connnent on Matthew 12: 31, 32, where we read, 'Wherefore, I say unto 
all manner of sin and blasphemy shall be forgiven nen; but the blasphemy against 
Holy Spirit shall not be forgiven men. .And whosoever speaketh a word against the 
Son of man, it shall be forgiven him; but whosoever speaketh against the Holy Spi 
it shall not be forgiven him, neither in this age, neither in the age to come'?" 
A. This is a very important passage with which some people have taken tlllfortunat 
liberty in translation. As a result, it has caused great concern of heart to so 
believers. There are those who have been practically hospitalized in mental in-
stitutions because they thought they had connnitted the blasphemy against the Holy 
Spirit. "Blasphemy" is a Greek word which ireans "a sin of the mouth." This th 
is transgression by speech. Then we Illl.lSt see what it was that was said. We re ad 
that anything that is spoken against the Son of man can be forgiven, but if anyb 
ffieaketh a word against the Holy Spirit, it shall not be forgiven him, neither in 
is age, neither in the age to come. Keep in mind that there is no Person of th 
Trinity who is more important than the other. They are all equal in dignity, 
etemi ty, and majesty. Notice back in verse 24 how the Pharisees spoke derogato 
about Christ's wonderful works. They even went so far as to attribute to Satan 
pCMer He had to cast out demons. They said He was satanically inspired. This is 
blaspheming the Spirit of God. Renember, a person has an opportunity to hear the 
Gospel and to respond to it. The Spirit of God continually convicts. There are 
those who have rejected God's love for so long that they are "given up" 
(Romans 1: 24- 28) • 
There are some Christians who are worried that they have connnitted blasphemy aga 
the Holy Spirito Listen, the vezy fact that you are conceTiled shows that you ha 
not committed such a sin. We further do not believe that such can take place t 
smce 01.Tist is not on earth working His miracles. The sin was something of that 
day which does not pertain to this hour. This was a sin of infinite proportion b 
cause it was against an infinite Personality. 
Q. "Our church has a pulpit and lectern but the officers aren't allowed to use 
Only an ordained minister can since the view is that this is the holy of holies . 
this Scriptural?" 
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First of all, it is most definitely not the holy of holies. The pew, where the 
t hunb le servant of the Lord Jesus Christ sits in contrition and devotion is 
t as TIUlch the holy of holies. He or she is indwelt by the Spirit of God.' The 
y of holies refers to a part of the Old Testament tabeTilacle or temple worship. 
uallY , in th~ Word of God, the lay leaders and the minister are one and the s rure. 
y are . preaclnng elders or deacon~ ~ some may prefer to call them. There is no 
tinct1on exc~pt ~ we have made it in these more recent centuries. Scripturally 
re is no valid difference between the pulpit, the ordained minister and the ' 
ained church officers. If the Gospel is preached from that particuiar pulpit 
lectern, be vezy careful before you criticize the man who stands behind the 
red desk. It is a most awesome responsibility to proclaim the eteTilal truths of 
Word of God. 
''What is the meaning of I John 6: 15, 'If any man see his brother sin a sin which 
not unto death, he shall ask, and he shall give him life for them that sin not 
o death. '!here is. a sin unto death; I do not say that h~ shall pray for it.'? I 
heard this explame~ as meaning_th<;it a Christian who repeatedly sins is punish-
by death to prevent his further suunng. How could this be true if God is not the 
or of death?" 
Your evaluat~on of !he p~sage is far too broad. Certainly we all repeatedly 
• Sore are sins of mtention, some are of inadvertence some are of error and the 
e. Wh~le God is. the author of life, remember, He is al~o the Lord of death. God 
't brmg death into the human family; it crone because of man's sin. Our heavenly 
er is the sovereign of death. He has the keys of both hell and of hades. I John 
an epistle written to believers. ("If any man see his brother.") As to whether 
sin is one lfilto death must be infonnation divulged by God. The sin which isn't 
o de~th would_ be generally of a lesser categozy. We are told to pray for the 
sen m such circ~tances. This is similar to Paul's injunction in Galatians 6: 1 
James 5:15. Scripture tells us, "There is a sin unto death." This must be an 
rerely grievous one in the sight of the Lord to make it eventuate in death We 
. exampl~s of that ii: Acts 5 wit~ the c~e of Ananias and Sapphira. They ;ere 
ievers without quest10n. They sinned grievously at that tire, holding back from 
Lord. Of course, people do that today but churches are farther along now than 
Y were then. God wanted to. kee~ 0e initial church at its beginning well and 
cng •. You know ~hen your child is JUSt born all the things you do for it. You 
afr~d ge~ might t~e hold. ~y the time the offspring is six he is out making 
eating rrudpies. An infant requires special care. The early church had to be 
\~ure. In I ~orin0~ans 11=30 the apostle Paul warned about those who were not 
1 about their ~pin tual. lives. They had sinned in such a grievous manner that 
Y were w~ak and sickly, while others had even died. This has happened perhaps 
Y more times than we realize. 
.;~i;l you.please explain ~hat is meant by the dead 'rising' during the Second 
g f Oi:ist (I Thessalonians 4: 13-18). I thought that when a person dies he 
5 to be with the Lord. If so, why would the dead in Christ have to rise?" 
~e~ a .believer dies, his spirit inurediately goes to be with Christ. His body 
sa uned , crei:iated, lost at se<;i or whe:eve:. "What Paul r:fers to in the urr Y?U have cited, as well as m I Corinthians 15:52-57 is the believer's bodily 
b ~ct10~. ~is is why the apostle testifies, "to depart' and be with Olrist is 
r:s~er . . This spe~s o~ the :oul at death. In the rising, it is the time when 
rrection body is llllited with the soul. What a tremendous hour that will be! 
"What was the objective Christ had in mind when He preached to the spirits in 
son? (I Peter 3: 19)." 
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